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Amalgams of Prime Index 
PAUL S. FAN* 
The following group-theoretic configuration is encountered in 
Thompson’s [T] classification of N-groups: 
A finite group X with the properties that 
(1) x= (PI, Pl>> 
(2) lP,: P, n P,I is an odd prime for i= 1, 2, 
(3) P, n P, is a 2-group. 
(4) no nontrivial subgroup of P, n P2 is normal in both P, and P,. 
This serves as a motivation for our main theorem from the theory of the 
classification of finite simple groups. Indeed, our result classifies all such 
configurations, and in particular it says that in all the interesting cases, we 
must have IP, n P,I d 2’* and IP,: P, n P,I = 3 or 5. 
The basic definitions we use are the same as in [Gs], which we quickly 
repeat for the convenience of the reader. An umalgatn consists of two 
monomorphisms 4, and dz of groups such that 
Two amalgams are isomorphic if there exists isomorphisms of the groups 
such that the obvious diagram commutes. All amalgams in this paper are 
actually amalgams of finite groups. A group X and a pair of 
homomorphisms from Pi into X is called a wmpletion of the amalgam if 
the afforded diagram commutes. The group G = P, *B P, (amalgamated 
product) then gives the universal completion of the amalgam in the obvious 
sense, and by making identifications in the universal completion, we can 
henceforth write our amalgam as P, 2 BE P,, where it is implicitly 
assumed that B = P, n P,. We say a completion X of PI 2 B c P, is proper 
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if the maps of P,, i = 1, 2, into X are embeddings, B = P, n P, inside X and 
X= (P,, P2). Indeed, it is not difficult to demonstrate that every amalgam 
of finite groups has a proper finite completion [Di, (2.6)]. The pair of 
numbers (1 P, : BJ, 1 P, : BI ) is called the index of the amalgam. 
Our fundamental restriction on amalgams is that they be primitive. An 
amalgam P, 2 B z Pz is said to be primitive if 1 # K < B and Kd P, for 
some i, then N,,-,(K) = B. In the “minimal” case, this is equivalent to say- 
ing no nonidentity subgroup of B is normal in both P, and P,, and such 
amalgams are called faithful. Note that every simple group is evidently the 
proper completion of a primitive amalgam. 
In recent years, the following general problem of GoldschmidttSims 
(G-S), which is the major underlying concern of this paper, has received 
much attention: 
Classify all primitive amalgams. 
Perhaps it can be said that the soul of this problem is contained in what 
may be called the baby G-S problem: 
Show that there exists only linitely many primitive amalgams 
with a given index. 
Many results have appeared which may be viewed as special cases of this 
problem. The major ideas in these papers are mapped out in the fundamen- 
tal work of Goldschmidt [Gs]. Later contributors include Stellmacher 
[Sm], Stroth [Str 1, 21, Weiss [W], Chermak [Cl, Delgado [De], and 
Rowley [R]. 
Certainly we want to limit ourselves to faithful amalgams. It is, however, 
easy to observe that faithfulness is not really sufficient for the general baby 
G-S problem. For given any pair of numbers (n, , nz) not both of which are 
prime and a prime number p, it is a simple matter to construct, using an 
idea of Djokovich [Dj], infinitely many faithful amalgams P, 2 BE P2 
where the index is (n, , n2) and B is a p-group. Thus, we are led naturally to 
consider the G-S problem in the case where both n, and n7 are primes. The 
known examples of such amalgams are the fifteen Goldschmidt amalgams 
and the amalgams afforded by Tits’ group and *F4(2). Indeed, our theorem 
asserts that these are essentially the only possibilities. 
THEOREM 1. Let p,, p2, and p be primes with pi#p jkr i= 1,2. [f a: 
P, 2 B c P2 is a faithful amalgam of finite groups with index (p, , p2) and B 
is a p-group, then one of the following is true. 
(1) Ol is a Goldschmidt amalgam. 
(2) Gl is a ‘F,(2)‘-amalgam. 
(3) Gl is a 2F,(2)-amalgam. 
(4) ol is a non-p-constrained amalgam. 
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Goldschmidt amalgams are the fifteen amalgams listed in [Gs]. An 
amalgam P, 2 B L P, is said to be non-p-constrained if for some i, F*( Pi) # 
OJP,). And for any rank 2 Chev (p)-group X, the amalgam given by two 
nonconjugate minimal parabolics is called the X-amalgam. Notice that if 
either case (l), (2) or (3) occurs, then IBI ~2’~. In the non-p-constrained 
case, we have a bound on IBI in terms of the index; it is easy to obtain that 
[Bl 6rnzrnr’ where m,= IB: O,,(P;)l for i= 1, 2, and assuming say P, is p,- 
closed. We also remark that according to a theorem of 
Thompson-Wielandt, in any primitive amalgam P, 2 B E P,, B is “almost” 
a p-group for some prime p (see [F]). 
Although our proof of Theorem 1 does not necessitate the exclusion of 
amalgams with index (3, 3) it fails to shed any new light on the trivalent 
case. Thus, we choose not to include this in our arguments so that we can 
avoid having to work out the exact identities of all the trivalent amalgams, 
which has been done in [Gs]. 
The above theorem can also be stated as a classification of groups acting 
on trees. For the basic definitions and notations, see Section 2, and for the 
working hypothesis of this paper, consult (3.0). 
THEOREM 2. Let I- be a tree wYth valence p, andp, ut adjacent vertices x 
und fl where p, and p2 are primes. Let p # p, for i = I, 2, he another prime. 
Suppose G is a locally,finite and locally trunsitive group qf‘automorphisms on 
f acting without inversion and G,,, ,!, is a p-group. Then, G ‘v G, *c;,T,,,j G,{ 
M!here G, 2 G rl,p, s G,{ is an umalgum listed in theorem 1. 
Note that if a group acts without inversion on a connected graph, then 
local transitivity is equivalent to edge transitivity without vertex transi- 
tivity. 
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 occur simultaneously. As a consequence 
of our proof, we obtain an explicit “presentation” of the ‘F,(2)‘-amalgam 
and the ‘F,(2)-amalgam. 
2. GRAPH AND GROUP THEORETICAL RESULTS 
The following hypothesis holds throughout this section unless we state 
otherwise. 
(2.0) HYPOTHESIS. r is a graph and G is some automorphism group of r. 
Serre’s definition of graphs [S] is followed. Namely, a graph r consists 
of a set Eu V (disjoint union), an involutionary map -: E + E without 
fixed points and a map i: E + V. A morphism of graphs is then a map on 
their underlying set which preserves - and i. An orientation on r is a set 
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&E E such that I&n (e, (‘)I= 1 for every eE E. Of course, geometrically, 
E is the set of edges, e and 2 represent he same edge with its two possible 
“directions,” I’ is the set of vertices and i is the initial vertex map. An 
ordered set of edges (e,,..., e,) such that i(Ci) = i(e, + i ) and ej+ i f gj for 
1 d j < n - 1, is a path and it is a circuit if in addition i(O,) = i(e,). A tree is 
a connected graph with no circuits. 
The group G is said to act on r ~~~thout inversion whenever it preserves 
some orientation of ZY We say G acts edge t~u~~jt~~eZy if it acts transitively 
on the set { {e, c?}: e E E). If G, acts transitively on (e E E: i(e) = a> for 
some vertex c(, then G is locally transitive at IX, and if this is true for all ver- 
tices in r, then we call G locally tr~nsitil)e. The group G is said to be ~0~~1~~ 
finite if G, is finite for every vertex CL 
We use - as the generic symbol for the adjacency relation on vertices in 
graphs. An (n + 1 )-tuple y = (a,, a, ,..., a,) is an arc of length n (n-arc) if the 
vertices do) z, ,..., M,, have the property that ai-oli+, and CL, 7L @I+2 for 
06 i<n- 1. The left (resp. right) endpoint of y is taken to be ~1~ (resp. a,,). 
The distance between two vertices in r is measured by the minimal length 
of arcs connecting the two vertices. A line in r is simply a countable infinite 
ordered set of vertices. We write a E r to mean cx is a vertex in r and y E I- 
to mean y is an arc in r. For any cx E r and positive integer n, we set 
dc”l(a) = (6 E r: the distance between c( and 6 is at most n), A’“‘(a) = 
/pl(C()-~C~-ll (a) and A(or)=A’“(a). Further, the orbit of A’“‘(a) at 
/I E d’“‘(a) refers to the set A(,!?) - d [“‘(a). For any y = (clO,..., ak) c r, we 
let AC”‘(y) = Uf=, dcnl(fxi), d’“‘(y)= lJf=, d(“)(a,), d,(y) = d(a,) - {a,}, 
and d,(y) = d(a,) - jak , ). Also, we write Gk”] for the subgroup of G that 
fixes A’“‘(r) elementwise. 
As a notational convention, we use p, to denote the valence of r at a. 
And in the event c1 lies on a line I, a - y1 and (x + II are then taken to be the 
vertices in d(“)(a) such hat (a - a,..., c1+ n) G 1. Suppose now r is actually a 
tree. Then, any two 6,, a2 E r is connected by a unique arc and this arc is 
denoted by (?I,, 6,). Further, we use d(6,, 6,) or \(a,, S,)l to represent he 
length of (6,) 6,). Whenever 6,, 6, are even distance apart, we then write 
6, E 62. 
The following basic lemma is used throughout this paper without 
reference. 
(2.1) [Gs, (2.2) and (2.3)]. Let r he connected and a-b. Then the 
fol~o~l~ng me true: 
(1) if G is locally transitive at M: and 8, then G is edge transitive. 
(2) If UC G(a.,q and N,(U) is edge transitive, then U = 1. 
We now set forth the background ingredients for our graph theoretic 
approach to Theorem 1. Take X to be a completion of P, 3 B L P,, where 
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P, and P, are both embedded in X. Then its completion graph ZJX, P,, P2) 
has {P,x: xEXand i= 1, 2) as its vertex set and {(P,x, P,x), (P,x, P,x): 
x E X} as its edge set along with the maps ^ and i defined in the obvious 
manner. Of course, X then acts on I- by right muliplication. The unioersal 
completion graph is T(G, P, , Pz) where G = P, *B P,. 
(2.2) Suppose X is a proper completion of a faithful amalgam 
P,zBcP,. Set r=l(X, P,, PI). Then we have 
(1) X is a locally transitive group of automorphisms on r acting 
without inversion. 
(2) r is a connected graph whose valences at P, and P, are, respec- 
tively, lPi:Bl and IP,:BI. 
(3) The amalgam X, 2 X (z,B, s X, with c( -fl in r is isomorphic to 
P,zBcP,. 
Moreover, for any graph r and edge transitive group of automorphisms G on 
r acting without inversion, we have G ‘v G, *G,,,,j, G,, where c( N /II in r iff r is 
a tree. 
Proof: Parts (1) (2) and (3) are straightforward. Their proofs are 
essentially contained in [Gs, (2.4)]. And the second assertion is a theorem 
due to BassSerre [S, p. 321. 1 
Givenanamalgama:P,~B~P,andpi~P,,i=1,2.Wesayp,~P,n 
Pz,Pz is a subamalgam of Gl if p,nB=P,nB. 
(2.3) [Gs, (2.6)]. Let G he a group of automorphisms of a tree r. Sup- 
pose P, 2 P, n Pz s P, is a subamalgam of G, 2 Gc,,,j, L G,<, where 51 N /I in r 
and G= (P,, Pz>. Then c,= P, and c?,{= Pz. 
The following definitions reflect our desire to find subsets A &r such 
that no nonidentity element of G fixes A elementwise. Let y s IY We say 7 is 
right (left) transitive if G, acts transitively on AR(~)(AL(y)). Call y right 
(left) singular if G, fixes an element of A,(y)(A,(y)), and if otherwise call y 
right (left) nonsingular. Also, y is singular (nonsingular, transitive) whenever 
it is both right and left singular (nonsingular, transitive). Take Hb G and 
6 E A.(y). By replacing G with H in the above definitions, we then obtain 
the notions of transitivity, singularity and nonsingularity with respect to H. 
Further, H is said to be right degenerate on y (with respect to 6) if H, fails 
to act transitively on a G,-orbit in A,(y) (containing 6) and if otherwise, H 
is said to be right nondegenerate on y (with respect to 6). Moreover, we 
say H is totally k-singular if no nonidentity element of H fixes a k-arc in r. 
Let t denote the largest integer such that all t’-arcs, t’ < t, in r are transi- 
tive and call t the transitivity index of r. Take s to be the smallest integer 
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for which there exists a right singular s-arc in I- and call s the singularity 
index of r. Also, for any line 1 E r, let s( 1) denote the singularity index of 1. 
The two easy results below are crucial to our arguments 
(2.4) The following are true. 
(1) Suppose H acts on a set Q with orbits A, and A, containing, 
respectively, CI and /I of 9. Then H, is transitive on A,{ iff H, is transitive 
on A,. 
(2) Let (0, l,..., n + 1) g l7 Then G(,,...,,, is right degenerate on (I,..., n) 
with respect to n + 1 iff G ,,,,,,, n+ ,) is left degenerate on (l,..., n) with respect 
to 0. 
Proof The first assertion follows from the Frattini argument. To prove 
(2), we simply set H = G, ,,,,,, nj and apply (1). 1 
(2.5) Let (0, l,..., n)cr and set H= (G(, ,,,,, j , G ,,,,,,, .,), where 
0 < id j< n. Suppose one of the following is true: 
(a) For all k E (j ,..., n - 1) and k # i, G,, ,,,,, k, is right nondegenerate on 
(i,..., k) with respect to k + 1. 
(b) For all k E (l,..., i) and k # j, GCk,,,,.,) is left nondegenerate on 
(k,...,j) with respect to k - 1. 
Furthermore, in the case i = j, we assume in addition that H, acts transitively 
on A(i). Then, we have 
H = G,i . . . . ..I 1. 
ProoJ Suppose (a) holds. For k 2 j, set H, = (G,, ,,,,, + G, ,,..., ,). 
Obviously, H, = G,i ,,,,, n). So let us suppose inductively that Hk+, = 
Gci,...,k +1)’ Since by our hypothesis 
k + 1 ffk = k + 1 GIL .kl 3 
we then have that G, ,,..., kj = H,G( ,,..., k+ LJ = Hk. Thus, H = Gti ,.,,,,,. If (b) is 
true, then a symmetric argument completes our proof. 1 
Next, we want to pick out some special subgraphs of r. Let us say (T, t) 
is a track in r if Tc r is a line and z E G is a 2-translation on T (i.e., for all 
c( E T, tl’ = c1+ 2). A reflection on a line 1 G r at CI E 1 is an involution f, E G, 
such that for all i E 2, a + ih = CL - i, and if such elements exist at every ver- 
tex of 1, then 1 is said to have reflections. More generally, a length two 
reflection of 1 at CI is an involution t,e G, with the property that 
(cX,tX+1,CY+2)r~=(C1,C1-l,C1-2). 
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(2.6) Let I- he a tree and c1 N fl in K Then the following conditions hold 
(1) If xeG,-Gp andyEGp-G,, then (T,xy) is a track where T is 
the line given by /Jlcz (a, p)c.qV)‘, M oreover, whenever x and y are actually 
involutions in G, then x and y are reflections on T at CY and j.?, respectively. 
(2) Zf t E G, - G, is an involution in G and y is an involution in 
GB/G‘,(ll, then (T, ty), as defined in (I), is a track with t as a Iength two 
resection at 3. 
Proof. For part (I), consult [Gs, (Z.tO)]. As for (2), by definition we 
need only to check that (~1, fl, u”‘)~= (‘w, BY-“, c(‘-‘~). This is clear since 
Y~G,w). I 
Throughout this paper, the track (7; .q) defined in (I) is referred to as 
the track generated by x and .Y passing through (c(, /?I). 
(2.7) [Gs, (2.11)]. Suppose (7; z) is a track in a tree r and G is locally 
finite. Then for any U < G, U either ,fixes T or a finite subarc qf T 
elementwise. 
(2.8) [Gs, (2.14)]. Let H/O,(H) N z3 and SE SyI,(H). Zf S has no non- 
identity characteristic subgroup which is normal in H, then H ‘v C, x E or 
C, x D x E, where E is an elementary abelian 2-group and D is the direct 
product of dihedral groups of order 8. 
(2.9) Continue with the above notation. Let (x) E Syl,(H) and takef to 
be an automorphism of odd prime order of S. If S has no nonidentity, ,f- 
invariant subgroup normal in H, then H is 3-closed. 
Proof The proof for [Gs, (2.15)] works here also simply because 
2p _- 2 (mod p) for any odd prime p. i 
(2.10) Suppose M is a 2-local ,~ubgroup of 1: x C where 2 = C, or Xc,, C 
is a 2-group and 3 1 j MI. Then M cr: 2-, x Co or C, x C, for some C, < C. 
Proof: Set H = C x C and note that O,(M) c O,(H) and M = NH(Q) 
for some Q < O,(H). Take (x) E Syl,(M). Then XE Z and we have an 
involution t E C that inverts x. It is easy to see that in fact t stabilizes every 
orbit of (x) in O,(H). Therefore, t E M and M = (t, x)&(M). Since 
O,(M) = [x, O,(M)] x C,,(,,(x), our proof is complete. 1 
(2.11) [Tu, I, 2]. If H is a locally finite and vertex transitive group of 
automorphisms on a trivalent graph, then H is totally k-.~ingular .for some 
k<5. 
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3. THE NON-Z-CONSTRAINED CASE 
Using (2.2), it is easy to reduce Theorem 1 to a classification of all 
amalgams G, 2 GCo,,li) - c G where G and f satisfy the hypothesis below and ,] 
LX-/J in r (see Sect. 10). Our general goal is to “push down” G,,,P, as far as 
possible. 
(3.0) HYPOTHESIS. G is a locally transitive and locally finite group of 
automorphisms of a tree r such that for any 6 E r, Ga/GACa, is a Frobenius 
group of odd prime degree and GCz.P, is a 2-group for a-b in I-. 
Notation. The following convention is respected throughout the 
remainder of this paper. Given any 6 E I’, we use x6 to denote an arbitrary 
pa-element in G,. For any edge (~1, 8) g r where p, # 3, let GTE,p, be the 
complete inverse in GC1,,j) of the involution in GC,,,r,/Gd,,I. 
In this section we are mainly concerned with demonstrating that 
whenever s is small, GCj is p,-closed for some 6 E r. 
(3.1) Jf plx # 3 ,for all CI E r, then ,for some 6 E r, G, is p,-closed. 
ProoJ: Since GCg,BJ is maximal in G, ad G,j where a-/j’, it follows 
immediately from Glauberman’s 3 versus 2 factorization theorem [Gb] 
that if p1 # 3 # p,{, then either F*(G,) # O,(G,) or F*(G,,) # 02(GII). 1 
(3.2) Take x, E G, and x-b. Then (x,) GACfi, is a group iff G, is pal- 
closed. 
ProoJ Let us suppose H = (x,) GAtI,, is a group. Since HC1.,j, = G,,,,,, 
we therefore have that HA,%) = GdCl.,jJ = G,C21. This means that 
is a cyclic 2-group 
Hence, by solvability, G,/Gh2] must be p,-closed. 
Now we see it suffices to show that H is p,-closed. Evidently, no non- 
identity characteristic subgroup of GA,,{) can be normal in H. So if pa # 3, 
then a factorization of Thompson [G, p. 2531 says that H is p,-closed. In 
the case pI = 3, as O,(H) # GdCBI, H/O,(H) N 2,. Also, we note that xp is a 
nontrivial automorphism of GdCBj. Thus by (2.9), H is 3-closed. This com- 
pletes our proof. 1 
(3.3) Let x, E G, and P-CC The following are equivalent: 
(i) G - GL2’. A(4) - 
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(ii) There exists Ug G, such that U z GAcB, and x, centralizes 
G,,m,/U. 
(iii) G, is p,-closed. 
In particular, [f one of the above is true, then s < 3. 
Proof. Since (i) implies G,,,,/G, [*I is cyclic, it yields (ii). Assume (ii) 
holds. We then see that solvability implies GJU is p,-closed. Hence, 
(x,> G/w is a group and we have (iii) from (3.2). The final implication is 
trivial. 1 
(3.4) Zf(0, 1, 2)~ r is left or right singular, then GA(,) = G[‘] and G, is 
p,-closed. 
Proof: This lemma is a consequence of local transitivity and (3.3). 1 
(3.5) Ifs= 3, then G, is p,-closedfor some CLE r. 
Proof: Let us take (0, 1, 2, 3) s f to be left singular. Since s> 3, 
D 2ppI 2 G,/Gm,. We then note this means that {0,2} is the orbit of some 
involution in G,/GdCl ) and therefore, 
G -G -G (0.3) - ( 1.3) - (~ I.*)? 
for some - 1 E d,(O, 1). Thus, Gdc,,2j9 (G,,, ,), G(,,,,) and our assertion 
follows from (3.3). 1 
(3.6) Suppose ~24. Take (-1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)&I- with p0#3. Then 
none of the following possibilities can occur. 
(i) (0, 4) is left singular and GY,.,) # Go,, ). 
(ii) (0, 4) is singular. 
(iii) ( 1, 5) is left singular and ( - 1, 3) is right singular. 
Proof: By (3.1) and (3.3) we know that there exists x E r with p, = 3 
and that it suffices to show if any of the above cases occurs, then G, is p6- 
closed for some 6 E f. Let us first suppose (i) occurs. Then we have that 
G~,,,,/G,~,, e Z2k for some k 3 2, and since s 3 4, by (2.4.2) G,(, ,/ 
G d(1,2, ‘v Z2k. We observe that s 3 4 also yields Go,,, s Gi21. Therefore, since 
R = G,(, ,/G j*’ is abelian, 
Note that x1 must centralize Q,(R) and R/Q,(R). Hence by (3.3) G, is p,- 
closed. 
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If (ii) occurs, then (2.4.2) and s > 4 implies (iii) also occurs. So let us 
assume (iii) holds. We observe it is enough to show that GC0,4js G$*l. 
Indeed, we then get GdC2,/G&*l N Z, x Z, and as p2 # 3, (3.3) implies G, is 
p,-closed. From (iii), we have that G,- ,.3j c G(,,, z G(,,,, and GC1,5js 
G (,+n E GC2,4J. It then follows that GC0,4jg (G,,,,,, Go,,,). Thus, GC,,,4j g Gi*l 
and our proof is complete. 1 
(3.7) lf (T, z) is a track in r with a length two rejlection and s(T) < 4, 
then G, is p,-closed for some a E T. 
Proof: Suppose the 4-arc (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) c T is left singular. By (3.4) and 
(3.5), we may assume s = 4. But our length two reflection allows us to 
obtain right singularity for (0,4) and (-2,2). According to (3.6) this is 
not possible. [ 
4. PUSHING DOWN UTHEN G T # 1 
In light of our results in Section 3, our working hypothesis becomes 
(4.0) HYPOTHESIS. The following conditions hold: 
(1) (3.0) holds. 
(2) There exists a E r such that pa = 3. 
(3) s34. 
(4) (P,, pp) Z (3, 3) where ~-6 
We remark that (4) is hardly ever required in this paper; it is included 
mostly for the sake of brevity. From (3.1) and (3.3), (3) implies (2). 
Throughout this section (T, r) denotes a track in r. For (4.3) through 
(4.7), it is further assumed that all tracks under consideration are in a set Z7 
of tracks which is described after (4.2). 
We demonstrate here that whenever we have G, # 1, tracks can be 
“pushed up” so that known pushing up results ((2.8) and (2.11)) can be 
applied to give a bound on IG,l. Indeed, we see in Section 6 that this case 
actually never occurs. The goals of this section are contained in (4.7) (4.8) 
and (4.9). 
For any (a, CI + 1) s T, let /iCa,a + 1, be the set of all L = N,(Q) such that 
6) lfQ<G,,,,+l,, 
(ii) L, acts transitively on d(a) and 
(iii) a+ 2 E txLT” 
Define n C1,1 , ) in a similar manner. We impose a partial ordering + on 
A Cor,a+lj via L,<L, if (L,),s(L,),, where Lisa,,,,+,,. Let /i&+lj denote 
the set of <-maximal elements in ,4 (z,z + , ). 
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(4.1) Let LEff(,,,.l). Then the, following hold: 
(1) L (a.or+ 1) - Ld,x+l,. 
(2) Ifp,#3, then O(L,)# 1. 
(3) Ifp, = 3, then L, N Z,, C, x C or C, x C for some 2-group C. 
Proof: Since L, is transitive on d(cr) and (~1, c1+ 1) is L, + ,-conjugate to 
(o! + 2, c1+ l), it must be the case that L(,,,+ ,) = Ldcor+ Ij. 
Take i E n r& + , ). We claim that no nonidentity characteristic subgroup 
of i (a,a+ ,) is normal in i,. Indeed, suppose we have 1 # K char i(r,a+ 1) 
and K_aLu. Then, we observe that N,(K) E A,,, + r) and s > 4 yields 
N,(K), 3 t,. So our claim is verified. Now choose i E AT& + ,) so that 
L< i. We then see as a consequence of a factorization of Thompson [G, 
p. 2531 that whenever pa # 3, O(L,.) # 1 and thus, (2) is true. For the case 
pp = 3, (2.8) says that i, =z3 x C or C, x C for some 2-group C, if 
{,IL d(l) N C,. Of course if i(z,a+ ,) = i,,,,, then we have by our claim that 
L, N Z,. So since L, is a 2-local subgroup of L,, we obtain (3) from 
(2.10). 1 
The next three lemmas are devoted to the “pushing up” of tracks. Take 8 
to be a finite subarc of T. Let 8,=Bu(dR(B)n T), 8,=$u(d,(O)n T) 
and d,,, = 0, u eR. We say 0 is a T-arc if Q,(G,) does not fix either 8, or 
OR and Q,(G,,,)&G,. If the above Q,(G,) is replaced with G,, then 8 is 
said to be a quasi T-arc. 
(4.2) Let (T, 7) be a track in IY Then we have: 
(1) For any NET, Ql(Gc,.,+,J @ G,. 
(2) 0 c T is maximal with respect to the property that Q,(G,) & G, iff 
8 is a maximal T-arc. In particular, T-arcs exist. 
(3) If’0 is a quasi T-arc, then Q,(GT)gG,. 
Proof: Suppose (1) is false. Then, we have that Q;21(Gc,+1,,+l,)= 
Q,(G,) = -Q,(Gc,,,+z ) for some cx E T. Hence, 
Q,(G,)g (G,.+i,z+l+Z): -161’62). 
Since s 2 4, we therefore conclude that G,,,, + 1) = 1 which is not possible. 
Since for any T-arc y, Q,(G,.) & G,, for part (2) it suffices to show that 
those B c T which are maximal with respect o Sz, G,) g G, are indeed T- 
arcs. Let 0 be such an arc. If Q,(G,) fixes 8, or 8,, then Q,(G,) c 
R,(G,,)uQ,(G,,) &Q,(G.). So 0 is a T-arc. And by our local finiteness 
condition, T-arcs exist. 
Finally, for any quasi T-arc 0, it is evident that Q,(G,) = 
Q,W,,,,)~G,. I 
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Given any two tracks (T, z) and (T*, r*) in r, we write T< T* if 
Q,(G,)cQ,(G,,) and Tn T* contains an edge. Let << be the partial 
ordering generated by < and call T a push up of T if T<< T. Let I7 to be 
the set of all tracks (T, r) such that T has nontrivial fixers and if T does not 
have reflections, then this is also true of all its push ups. For the remainder 
of this section, all tracks under consideration are assumed to be in I7 unless 
we state otherwise. 
(4.3) The following are true: 
(1) Given any two quasi T-arcs, either their left endpoints or right 
endpoints are (T )-conjugate. 
(2) Every T-arc has even length and (T) acts transitively on the set of 
all endpoints of T-arcs. 
Proof Let 8, and 8, be two quasi T-arcs that violate assertion (1). We 
then note that given any Bi, ig { 1, 2}, and any endpoint c1 of Bi, there exist 
6, for some je{1,2} and PE(T) such that 0,n6Y= {x}. Therefore, it 
follows from (4.2.3) that N,(Q,(G,)) acts transitively on A(U). Moreover, 
the above is also true for another endpoint fi f GL. Hence, N,(Q,(G,)) is 
transitive on A(E) and A (a + 1). This proves ( 1). 
To show (2), it is enough to demonstrate that all T-arcs have even 
length. So let us suppose 0 is a T-arc with odd length. Then, there is a 
p E (T) such that 0 and 0” are joined by an edge (~1, B). This means that 
there are involutions t, E G,,-- G, and t, E Go,, - G,. Let (T*, T*) be the 
track generated by t, and t, passing through (CI, b). By (2.6), T* has reflec- 
tions. Since (4.2.3) asserts T* E N,(O,(G,)), 
and so by our choice of tracks, T must also have reflections. But then con- 
jugating 8 by a reflection of T gives two T-arcs that contradict part (1). 1 
(4.4) If 6’= (0, l,..., n) is a maximal T-arc, then we have 
(1) (0, n - 1) is right singular with respect to QI(Gt,,,, ,,) and (1, n) is 
left singular with respect to Q,(G,,,,,). 
(2) Either (0, n - 1) is right singular or (1, n) is left singular. 
(3) s(T) < loI. 
Proof Let y be either (0, n - 1) or (1, n). From (4.2.2) and (4.3) we 
know that Q,(GYL,R)~ G,, y is not a T-arc and either (0, n- 1) or (1, n) is 
not a quasi T-arc. Since 8 is nonsingular with respect to Q,(G,), we must 
therefore have all the singularities asserted in (I ) and (2). 1 
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(4.5) Let (a, /I) be an edge in T and set L = No(Q) where 1 #Q Q G,,,, 
Then the following conditions hold. 
(1) If L, acts transitively on d(cr) and z E L, then L E .4(I,Bj 
(2) IfQ=Q,fGT), then LE&,,, where ct is an endpoint of a T-arc. 
And in the case pix = 3, L, 2: .E, x C or Z, x C for some 2-group C. 
Proof Since z EL, we have an XE L, + 2 such that CI + 3-‘= CI + 1. We 
then observe that rx E L, + , and (xTX = a + 2. Thus L E A Ca 3 + , ) and similarly 
LE.4 (a,a ~ 1)’ 
For (2), take L=N,(O,(G,)) and let 0 be a T-arc with E as one of its 
endpoint. From (4.3.2), we know there exists p E (z> such that 
8n 19~ = {E>. Therefore, it follows by (4.2.3) that L, is transitive on d(a). 
So by the above, L E A (a,Bj and the remaining assertion of (2) is then just 
(4.1.3). 1 
DEFINITION. We say (Ii, T, 8) has the subgraph property provided 
(i) 0 is a T-arc, 
(ii) H < L for some L E A(@ cL + , , where CI is an endpoint of 8, 
(iii) II,,, stabilizes {a, CI + 2) and 
(iv) (G,, z) c H. 
Let us suppose (H, T, 0) satisfies the above. Note then that (iv) implies 
H, is transitive on A(M). We define a “subgraph” r of T’ as follows. It is to 
be the connected component of the graph where c? are the vertices and the 
edges are given by those vertices that are distant two apart in T’. Let R 
denote the stabilizer of p in H. We observe that (H,, H, + , , z) s R and 
8 are the vertices of 7: 
Let us say l-, is a generalized subgraph of r if the vertices of r, are also 
vertices of r and for any 2-arc (a,, a,, az) in Z-,, we have in f that 
(c(,, c(,) n (a,, (w,)= {z, >. We see that generalized subgraphs of r are also 
trees. 
(4.6) suppose (H, T, 8) has the .~ubgraph property. Then the followi~?g 
are true: 
(1) p is a trivalent generalized subgraph of r and the endpoints of % 
have valence 3 in L’. 
(2) iTIp= GP= G,. 
(3) R/fir is totally Ssingutar on 7: 
(4) 101<8. 
(5) For any endpoint o! of 8, every x, E H, centralizes G,. 
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ProoJ Let CI be an endpoint of 8. Clearly, a<‘) are vertices in p. For 
any 6 E F, take d”(6) to be the set of vertices in r adjacent to 6. We claim 
that for each fl E d(a), a(~) n d(p) has exactly one element and d(ct) = 
{ c( + 2”#). Since H, is transitive on d(a) and H,sB3 = HAca,, it suffices to 
show that a(a)nd(a+ l)= {a+2}. So take a’Ed(a)nd(a+ 1) and let 
g E H such that aR = a’. Since there exists h E H,, with the property that 
ghEH,+, and a gh=a’, we must have that a’=a+2. Therefore, we now 
know that F is a generalized subgraph of r and the valence at each vertex 
of P is IA(a 
If pI= 3, then we see through (2.11) that i?/Er is totally 5-singular in i? 
In the case pI # 3, we obtain as a result of (4.1.2) that R/RF is totally 3- 
singular. So since Grs G,c /?, we therefore know that GP= RF= 
fi,= G,. Note that as a consequence of (4.3.2), we may view 0 as a [e//2- 
arc in F and it is evidently nonsingular with respect o fi. Hence by (4.4.3) 
R/fir must be totally k-singular for some k = 4 or 5. Thus, p1 = 3 and 
)8( < 8. Furthermore, as AX/G, is not 3-closed, it then follows from (4.1.3) 
that any x, E H, centralizes G,. 1 
(4.7) If a is an endpoint of a T-arc, then p, = 3. 
Proof Assume p,#3. Let L=N,(Q,(G,)) and take 8 to be a T-arc 
with a as an endpoint. By (4.6.1) we need only to verify that (L, T, 0) has 
the subgraph property to obtain a contradiction. Clearly, we have 
(GO, r ) c L. Further, according to (4.5.2) L E n (%,% + , ) and therefore L, + , 
stabilizes {a, a + 2). i 
To apply (4.6) we need to push up our tracks to some special tracks. 
Take Z7* to be the set of tracks (T, t) E Z7 with a length two reflection in 
N,(Q,(G.)),, where 6~ T and pd= 3. 
(4.8) The following conditions hold: 
(1) Every track with nontrivial fixers in G can he pushed up to a track 
in IT*. 
(2) Take (T, 2) E I7* and 8 to be a T-arc with a as one of its endpoint. 
Let L=N,(Q,(G,)) and H= (L,, L,“,,) where L,“,, is the stabilizer of 
{a,a+2} in L,+l. Then, (H, T, l3) has the subgraph property. Further, 
G,_a H, every x, E L, centralizes G, and 101 < 8. 
Proof: Let (T, r) be a <<-maximal track with nontrivial fixers. To show 
(l), we produce some (T*, r*) E Z7* such that T< T*. From (4.52) and 
(4.7), we know that L=N,(~,(GT))~/i(,,,+,), p,=3 and L,=Z3xC or 
Z, x C for some 2-group C. Hence, we observe that there exists 
tEL-L+, and YE-L,I-L, 
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where t and y are involutions in L, and L,, , /LdCl + , ), respectively. So 
from (2.6.2), the track (T*, t*) generated by t and y passing through 
(a, CI + 1) has f as a length two reflection. By +-maximality, t E 
(N,(Q,(G,.))), and therefore, (T*, T*) E II*. 
For part (2), take (T, t) E H* and let f, E L, be a length two reflection of 
T. We then observe that r ~ ‘f, E L, + , and it stabilizes { ct, c( + 2). Therefore, 
we have (r, G,) c H. Since L, 2 L, n L,“, , & L,“, , is evidently a sub- 
amalgamofL,~L,nLL,+,~L,+,,by(2.3),H,+,=L,”+,.Thus,(H,T,8) 
has the subgraph property. Let H be as in (4.6). Clearly A= H and so the 
remaining part of (2) follows from (4.6). 1 
(4.9) For any track (T, z) in r and edge (a, fi) G T, (Z(G,,,,)),= 1. 
Proof: We note that it suffices to show for some 6 E T that 
(Z(G,,,,)),= 1. Since for any track T,< T and Hd G, we have Q,(H,,) c 
O,( HT), by (4.8.1), we might as well assume TE I7*. Now choose an edge 
(a, j) c T where pP # 3. Then let L = N,(Q,(G,)), x, E L,, Z= (Z(G,,,],)),- 
and N= N,(Z). As a consequence of (4.7) and (4.8.1), 
where Li is as defined in (4.8.2). Thus, if in fact Z # 1, then clearly 
NE ~ca,m and so by (4.1.1), Ncl,B,= GdcB,. But this means that NAta,= 
G . n(l Bj = Gi21 which contradicts s 3 4. 1 
5. PUSHING DOWN IN GENERAL 
Hypothesis (4.0) is assumed throughout this section. The goal here is to 
obtain a tight bound on the yet to be defined geometric parameter T(Z). 
This affords a bound on lGsj, 6 E I-. Using the results of Section 4, r(z) is 
easily controlled whenever there exists a track T with the property that 
G,# 1. Most of our effort is thus devoted to showing that if r(z) is large, 
then we may reduce to the situation where there are tracks with nontrivial 
fixers. Our results are summarized in (5.19). 
First, we need to strengthen (2.5). 
(5.1) Let (0, l,..., n) c I, where 1 is a line in r. Then the following hold: 
(1) Zf2<nds(l), then (GrO,,,, GTnp,,n,) contains some x,EG, for 
each 6E(l,n- 1). 
(2) Except in the case when n = s(1) = 4 and p0 = p,, = 3, we have for 
any 1 < n < s(1) that 
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and if in addition pO = 3, then 
(Gci.i+ 1): 1 d i< n - 1) c (GdcOJ, G,,,,). 
Proof. As a consequence of s> 4, (2.4.2) and (2.5) we have that 
Gco,lj~ (Gz,(op GA(I)), (GYo,,,> G&j) s (Gx,(ojr GA(z)), and whenever 
PO = 3, <Gco,I), Gwj > E (GA(O)> Gqq). 
Thus, to prove (2) it suffices to show that 
L = (Gd(op G,,,,) 
is edge transitive on r for n > 3. Let n = 2k or 2k + 1 for some k E Z, and let 
(a, /I) be an edge such that it either contains the midpoint or middle edge 
of (0, n). We then note that the lengths of (- 1,p) and (c(, n + 1) are at 
most k + 2. So since G, ~ i,%) E GdCO) and G,,, + i) c GdCn), L clearly is edge 
transitive provided k + 2 < s(l). Now let us suppose k + 2 2 s(l). Then k = 2 
and thus, s(l) = 4 and n = 4. Since by assumption pO # 3, from (3.6), we 
know that either (- 1, 3) is right nonsingular or (1,5) is left nonsingular. 
Therefore, as L, is certainly transitive on d(2), L is edge transitive. 
To show part (l), let us take H = (G&,,, GT+ I,nJ). As a consequence of 
~24, (G;o,,,, GT,,>)) acts transitively on A( 1). Hence, we need only to 
know that H is edge transitive on r for n > 3. If n > 5, or n = 4 and p. # 3, 
then Hz (GA(,), G,,,,) for some iE (0, l} and Jo {H- l,n} such that 
Ii - jl > 4, or Ii - jl = 4 and pi # 3. The above argument then applies to give 
edge transitivity for H. In the remaining cases, edge transitivity is trivially 
obtained from s 3 4. 1 
Henceforth, T denotes a line in ZY For any g E G, define T(g) to be the 
set of fixed points of g in T. Let 
Z’(T) = (zEQ,(Z(G&~,)): (cq b) is an edge in T}: 
and for any z E Z’(T), let y”(z) denote any maximal connected subarc of 
T(z) with the property that for any edge (6,, 6,)~y”(z), ZEZ(GF~,,~~)). In 
the case T(z) is a finite arc, we let (T,(z), TR(z)} and {y:(z), y:(z)} be the 
respective left and right endpoints of T(z) and y”(z). Also, we set f(z) = 
d(T,(z), y:(z)) and r(z)=d(T,Jz), y:(z)), Next, define Z(T) and then y(z) 
for z E Z( T), by replacmg GTa,,, with Gcz,8j in the above definitions for 
Z”(T) and y”(z). Further, let yL(z), y,Jz), Z(z) and r(z) be similarly defined 
as above. 
Notice that Z(T) c Z”( T). And we shall see shortly that for ZE Z( T), 
there is but one choice for y(z) and y”(z) and that in fact y(z)=y”(z). 
Another point to observe is that when T is actually a track, we know from 
(4.9) and (2.7) that T(z), for z E Z( T), is a finite arc. 
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(5.2) Take z E Z(T) and set cr = yR(z), 6 = T,(z), and h = (G~B,lr.j/GACPj(, 
where pg # 3 and B-/I?‘. Let r3(z) (resp. r3,(z)) be the number of vertices p in 
{tl, CI + l,..., 6) - {S) with p, = 3 (resp. pp # 3). Then for any xs E Gs, 
c = IGnc6): C,,,,,(x,)l < 22’3(Z)h2’3’(Z’ 
and for any E - 6, 
Proof. Since z E G;, ~ G,,(&), it inverts some x6 E Gg. Therefore, 
c< IGA(a,:G(,~ l,a- 1x6j1 <22’3(‘)h2”‘(‘). 
Now set u= CG~(~)(X&)~ GdcE). As IGdcE): UI d cIG~~,~)/G~(~~I = c1 and 
n yc <X6> Uy = 1, we thus obtain IGnCEjl < cp’. 
(5.3) The following conditions hold: 
(1) Let z E Z(T). Then r(z), l(z) > 1 and whenever P,.~(~) # 3 
(pTLcz) # 3), we have r(z) k 2 (l(z) < 2). 
(2) [f z E Z( T) and y(z) E y”(z), then y(z) = y”(z). 
(3) For any z E Z”( T), Iy”(z)l < 2. 
Proof. For (l), let us set 6 = TR(z). We note it follows easily from (5.2) 
that if either r(z) = 0, or r(z) = 1 and pa # 3, then x6 centralizes GACaJ. Thus, 
G, is p,-closed which contradicts (3.3). By symmetry, (1) is proved. 
To show (2), we suppose y,Jz) + 1 EY”(z). Then from (5.1.1), we may 
conclude that z centralizes GCYRCZj,YRCz, + , ). This violates the maximality of 
y(z) and by symmetry, y(z) = y”(z). 
Last, we obtain (3) as a direct consequence of (5.1.1). 1 
In light of (5.3.2), the results below concerning y”(z), where ZE Z”( T), 
also apply to y(z) if in fact z E Z(T). 
(5.4) Let z E Z”( T) and SE {y:(z) - i, y:(z) + i: i= 0, 1 }, and take 
c( E y”(z) which is closest to but not equal to 6. Then, for any x E G, - G,, 
cx, zl # 1. 
Proof. We might as well assume 6 = y%(z) + i for some i E (0, 1) and 
suppose [x, z] = 1. For the case i = 0, z centralizes ( GFE,,,, G&i,6J) and so 
by (5.1.1), ZEZ(G;,,,+~)). Th is violates the definition of y”(z). If i= 1, then 
z centralizes (GF+ I,orj, GyE lY,orXj) which according to (5.1.1) is not 
possible. 1 
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For z, z’ E Z’(T), we say (z, z’) is in position provided T,&) = yF,(z’) - i 
and TL(z’) = y:(z) + j where i, j E (0, 1 }. Further, if in fact i = j = 0, then 
we say (z, z’) is in perfect position. 
(5.5) Suppose z, z’ E Z’(T) and (T, z) is a track. Then the following are 
true: 
(1) There exists some p E (z) such that (z, z”‘) is in position. 
(2) There is only one possible choice for y”(z). In particular, if 
z E Z(T), then y(z) = y”(z). 
(3) Ir(z) - 4z’)l d 1. 
(4) If G(z) = YXZ’) (G(z) = Y%‘)), then b-(z) - r(z’)l d 1 
(I/(z) - @‘)I d 1). 
(5) IQ,(Z(G~~,,+,,))l d4, where a~ T. 
Proof We observe, as a consequence of (5.4) that T,(z) = yi(z’) - i for 
some iE (0, I} iff T,(z’) = y>(z) + j for some jE (0, 1 }. Therefore, it is now 
quite apparent that (1) holds. Moreover, if we take z, EZ(‘> such that 
(z, z,) is in position, then the above observation yields (4). Further, it is 
easy to see that (2) and (3) follow immediately from (1). 
We start the proof of (5) with the following claim. If VGZ”(T) where 
y:(u) (or y:(u)) are the same for all u E V and V* = Vu { 1) contains a 4- 
group, then y:(o) (or y:(o)) are the same for every u E V and groups in V* 
have order at most 4. By the uniqueness of ;2,-action and (4), there exists 
u,, U*E V and by T such that T,(u,)=6, T,(u,) =6+ 1 and for all UE V, 
T,Ju) = 6 or 6 + 1. So for any group V,, s V*, I V,I d 4 and we may con- 
clude from (1) that y:(v) = 6 + 1 for every u E V. 
Let us now take U=O,(Z(GTz,,+,, )). We note it follows from (5.3.3) and 
the above claim that we may assume 
{yO(u):uEU#}={(C(--l,C1+l), (c1,c1+1), (cI,cI+2)}. 
Therefore by our claim, U(a) = {U E U: r;~(u) = a) u { 1) and I/(@+ 1) = 
{uEU:~~(u)=a+l}u{l} cannot contain a 4-group. Hence, as 
U= U(a)u U(cc + l), it must be the case that IUJ ~4. 1 
(5.6) Let z and t be involutions in a group and set u = [z, t], z, = z’ and 
t,=tZ.Then,u=zz,=t,tand[z,z,]=[t,,t]. 
Proof. The first part is obvious and as for the latter, we simply note 
that [z, z,] = u2 = [t,, t]. 1 
(5.7) Suppose z, z’cZ(T) and c1= y=(z) = TL(z’). Then, 1 # [z, z’] E 
f-J,V(G:a,,+ ,))I ~4 oreouer, if (z, z’) is actually in perfect position and 
(yR(z), TR(z)) lies on a track, then r(z) d 2. 
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ProoJ From (5.3.1) and (5.4), we know that u = [z, z’] = zz” is an 
involution in G;,, + , )’ Then since z’ E G,,,, + ,) - GA(%), 
So UEQ,(Z(%+,, )). Suppose it is also the case that /I = yL(z’) = r,(z). 
Then by symmetry, UE Q,(Z(G,“B_ ,&). Therefore, if (CI, /I) lies on a track, 
it then follows from (5.5.2) and (5.3.3) that r(z)= ly”(u)j ~2. 1 
We now make an analysis of some “small” configurations. 
(5.8) Let z, Z’EZ(T). Suppose (z, z’) is in position and r(z), l(z’) d2. 
Then one of the following hut not both is true. 
(a) r(z) = f(z’) = 1. 
(b) (z, z’) is in perfect position. 
In particular, if (T, z) is a track and ZE Z( T) with r(z), l(z) 6 2, then 
I-y(z)/ = 2 and r(z) = l(z). 
Proof. We know r(z), l(z’) Z 1 and according to (5.3.1), (a) and (b) 
cannot occur simultaneously. So we might as well assume that Qz’) = 2. 
There are then exactly two possibilities we need to eliminate. Suppose first 
that y,Jz) = ~1, T,(z) = CI + 1, yL(z’) = CI + 2 and T,(z’) = LY. Since Z”E GdczI, 
from (5.6) we get that 
1 = [z, z=‘] = [z’z, z’], 
BY (5.3.1), pat1 = 3. Hence, s>4 implies there exists YE CG,+,(z”) such 
that CI’ = a + 2. Therefore, z” E G, + 2 - G,,, + 2j which violates (5.4). Next, 
let us consider the case where yR(z) =CI, T,(z)=a+2, yL(z’)=a+ 3 and 
TL(z’) = tl + 1. By symmetry, we may assume psr+ , = 3. Thus, s >, 4 yields 
z” E G, - Gdca, and so by (5.7) 
1 zu= [Iz, z;‘lE~,(Z(G~*,,+,,)). 
As a consequence of (5.6) we then conclude that z” E G,, 3 - Gd(a+3j. 
Therefore, v E Z(G;‘, + *.a + -,,). But this contradicts (5.3.3). The proof of the 
first part is now complete. 
In the case (T, t) is a track and r(z), I(z)< 2, we apply the above to z 
and z’ E z<‘>, where (z, z’) is in position. It is then clear that r(z) = l(z) and 
Y/c(Z) = YL(Z). I 
(5.9) Let (T, z) be a track and zeZ(T). If/T(z)1 is even, then Iy(z)l = 2. 
Proof. Suppose this is false, and take z EZ(T) with /y(z)) = 1. 
According to (5.5.3), we may assume l(z) = r(z) + 1. Let CI denote the mid- 
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point of T(z). We observe that c( f TL(z). Indeed, the contrary violates 
(5.5.1). Now choose x E G, such that c1+ 1” = CI - 1 and set z1 = zX. We then 
notice that y(z,) = (a- 1, c(), since if Iv(z,)l =2, then z1 EZ(G,_~) or 
Z(G,). Moreover, we claim that 
T(z,) = T(z). 
By (5.5.1), there exist z’, z” EZ(‘) such that (z’, z) and (z, z”) are in position 
and in fact, we see that (z’, zl) and (z,, z”) are also in position. Therefore, 
l(z,) d T(Z) < l(z) < r(zr) and so (5.5.3) says l(z,) = r(z) and I = Z(z). 
To obtain our main contradiction, we take z;’ E ztT) such that (z, z;) is in 
position. Indeed, we know that (z, z;‘) and (z’, z,) are in perfect position. 
Thus, as a consequence of the uniqueness of Z,-action, we have that zzr is 
central in (GdCa), GdCa+ G,,,;;,). But according to (5.1) this is 
impossible. 1 
At this time it is necessary to choose our tracks more judiciously. Let 
F- -I- II* (see Sect. 4) 
Z2= {(T, z): Th as a reflection at each vertex}, 
Z3= {(T, T): Th as a length two reflection}. 
Then take 
where i, = min { i: El # 4). Note it follows from (4.9), (2.7), and (2.6.2) that 
z is nonempty. We also remark that since all tracks (T, r) E E have length 
two reflections, by (3.7), s(T) > 5. 
(5.10) Suppose (T, T) E E, E= E,, and ZE Z(T). Then, Iv(z)1 = 2 and 
r(z) = Z(z) < 3. 
ProoJ We note that by (4.2.2), there exists a maximal T-arc 82 T(z). 
Hence, it follows from (4.8.2) and (4.4.1) that 7 # 1 T(z)1 d 8. Therefore, we 
conclude from (5.8) that 1 T(z)1 is even and then (5.9) yields our asser- 
tion. 1 
(5.11) Suppose (T, ~)EE and E=Ej, where j# 1. Then l?(z)1 =2 and 
r(z) = Z(z) for any z E Z(T). 
Proof: By (5.9), it suffices to show that IT(z)1 is even. Let us suppose 
IT(z)\ is odd. Then according to (2.6.1) and our choice of tracks, T has 
reflections at each vertex. 
There are two cases to consider. First, assume Iy(z)l = 2. Then as 
ZE Z(G,), where c1 is the midpoint of y(z), our reflection of T at a gives 
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r(z) = Z(z). Now assume jr(z)1 = 1. Since in this case T(Z) = l(z), we can 
obtain a z’ E Z(T) such that (z, z’) is in perfect position by conjugating z 
with a product of some reflections of T. Then (5.7) and (5.8) force a con- 
tradiction. 1 
Notations and Remarks. Let (T, T) be an arbitrarily chosen track and 
ZE Z(T). According to (5.10) and (5.11), [y(z)1 = 2. So let m(z) denote the 
midpoint of y(z). Set u = m(z) and z, = z. Then for any g E G, we can define 
zXp = (z,)~. In fact we shall see from (5.12) that for any edge (6,) 6,) 
Q~(z(Gm,w ))= (zs) where 6~ {6,,6,} and 6-a. 
For any positive integer k and /? E r, let zCkl(p) = {z,,: M’ Ed Ck1(p) and 
CI’ = CX}. Note that if 2, = c1= il, and d(A,, &) < 4, then s > 4 implies 
Finally, for any y c r, we use G& (resp. G&,) to denote the largest H < G, 
such that IH/G, I-J G dLcyJ G 2 (rev. IfW,n GdRcyjl d 2). 
(5.12) Take (T, T)EE and ZEZ(T). Set cc=m(z) and let PDF with 
b f c(. Then the following are true: 
( 1) Z( G,) has no involutions. 
(2) Z,E GL*] and nasEACBj z,, = 1 
(2) For all z’ E Z( T) with r(z’) even, r(z’) = 2. 
(4) z,, is the unique central involution in G,. for any a’s cc. 
Proof For (l), let us suppose G, has a central involution z, and 
b=ol+ 1. But this means that zzi EZ(T) and y(zz,) = (a, u + l), which 
according to (5.10) and (5.11) is impossible. 
In (2) we have from (5.3.1) that z, E GL’I. Therefore, the order of v = 
rI OLIEdCS) z,, is at most 2 and v E Z(G,). Hence (1) gives v = 1. 
Next, take z’ E Z(T) where r(z’) is even. It follows from (5.10) and (5.11) 
that there exists z” EZ’<~> such that (z’, z”) is in perfect position. Then, 
(5.7) yields r(z’) = 2. This proves (3). 
For part (4), we might as well take ct’ = 01. Suppose z, i E Z(G,) are dis- 
tinct involutions. Since y(z) = y(i) = y(z&), by (5.5.4) and the uniqueness of 
Z,-action, we may assume that r(z) = r(i) + 1. Now it is an easy con- 
sequence of (5.5.1) that there is some z’Ez<‘) such that (z, z’) is in perfect 
position. By (5.7), (5.10), and (5.11), r(z)=2 and I(i) = 1. From (5.8) we 
then have our contradiction. 1 
We now know that for each SET, 6 =CI, there is a unique central 
involution zg of G,. In the remaining arguments, it is useful to know this is 
actually a l-l correspondence. 
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(5.13) Assume E, = 4. Take (c( ,..., cc+2n)cr and suppose for some 
l<i<2n-1, (c~,u+i) is right nonsingular and (cl+i+l,cc+2n) is left 
nonsingular. Then z, # z, + 2n. In particular, if x E G, - G,, d(cr, 6) < 4 and 
(a, S)c TEE, then [x, z,] # 1. 
Proof Suppose z, = z, + 2n. Then, clearly z, fixes the track generated by 
SOme XEG~~,~+~~-G~+~+~ and YEG~,+~+~,,+~~~-G,+~ passing through 
(CX + i, CI + i + 1). For the latter assertion, we see that as s(T) 3 5, the above 
immediately implies [x, z,] # 1. 1 
(5.14) Let (T, z)~z. Suppose z E Z( T) and pm,zj = 3. Then r(z) < 2. 
Proof: Set a = m(z) and fl= a + 1. Let us assume r = r(z,) 2 3. We know 
r = 1(z,) and is odd. Below, take 6 to be an arbitrary element in d(b) - T. 
Notice that for all M,E (fi- r, b+ r) with c(;- c(, Z,,E GdcBj and zgPrm 2, 
zp+r+z $ GA(p). C onsequently, it follows from (5.4) and induction that zg E 
G (P ~ r.li + rJ -(G+-zjuG,~+.+J. 
We now observe that ,?, = 4. Assume the contrary is true. Then (4.4.1), 
(4.7), and (4.8) imply that T(z&) = (fl- 3, B + 3). But this means that for 
distinct 6,, 6, E d(p) - T, 1 # z~,z~~ E G,BP4,8+4J which contradicts (4.7) 
and (4.8.2). Next, we claim that 
T(z,) = (B - r, B + r). 
If T(z,)=(b-r-1, fi+r+l), then there exists a i?‘~d(/I+r+l)-T 
such that (z,, zas) is in perfect position from which a contradiction arises 
via (5.7). If 1 T(zg)l is actually odd, then by our choice of tracks, (T, r) must 
have reflections. But this again yields some 6, Ed- T and S; E 
A(P+r+ 1)-T such that (z,,, z6;) is in perfect position. So our claim 
holds. 
We introduce some more notation. For any two distinct 6,, 6, E 
d(B)- T, let w(6,, &)=zs,zg2 and set W= (~(6,s’): 6, sled(B)- T). Cer- 
tamly, W~O,(G,,~,~ ,,p+r+~J an d . since (w(6,, 6,): di, dje {6,, 6,, 6,) c 
d(b) - T) is a 4-group, there is a 6,~ W such that @ fixes b + r + 2. 
Therefore, it follows from (5.1) that B E Z”(T) and y”(6) = (j?, j3 + 2). 
Moreover, by symmetry and (5.3.3) k $ G, ~ ,~ 2. So by our choice of 
tracks, (T, r) must have reflections. As 6~ EZ(G$+ l,B.j) for any /I’ E 
d(/I + l), we thus have that 
T(B)=(P-r-l,fi+r+3). 
Hence by (5.5.1), there is a ti’ E 6~~~) such that (6, 6’) is in perfect 
position. We then consider 1 # u = [6~, a’]. Since pp + z # 3, the same 
argument as in (5.7) allows us to conclude that u E Q l(Z( GTD + z,s + 3,)) and 
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~~~,(z(G~~+r+z.~+r+3) )). Therefore, (53.3) and (5.5.2) yield Y + 1 ~2. 
This completes our proof. 1 
The technical lemma below is needed for the p,(,, # 3 case. 
(5.15) Let (r, Z)E 3, z E Z( T) and set n = m(z). If p1 # 3 and r(z,) 3 5, 
then the fullowing conditions hold: 
(1) rf (6, 6+i+2)cT ((a-i-2,6)cT) where 6isc( and 
Odidr(z,)-3, then z,+~EG$,*I (z,_~EG~~I). 
(2) Let z’ E Z(T) so that (z, z’) is in position and set ~1’ = c(“’ and u = 
[Iz. z’]. Ifjbr sonze k > 3, C(u) n (Gxik - G,,,, ,) = d, and (c(, a + k) is right 
nonsinguiar, then GE,, + 2.1 + k + , ) c C(u). 
Proof. We know from (S.lO), (5.11), and (5.12.3) that &,=(5, 
r(z,) = I(=,) and they are odd. For part (1 ), we take an arbitrary 2 E d’*‘(6). 
Since qii~Gdfd), it sufftces to show that Zj. E G, + i. We proceed by induc- 
tion. Assume z~EG&,~ where ct-j<i-2. Since by (5.12.2), 
(~“‘(8 +j+ 3)) is a 4-group contained in G,(,,, there must be some t E 
d(6 +j+ 3) such that z~EG,. We then get from (5.13) that Z),E G, and 
therefore, ~j. E G6 +, + *. 
To prove (2), let d, and LI,~ denote the orbits of d(a + 2) (see Sect. 2) 
containing, respectively, a and CX’, and set d = d, u d,.. If MJ E G, + 2 that 
acts on A, then let l?i be the induced permutation on d and note that @ also 
acts on {d,, A,.). We claim that if w acts on d such that % is an even per- 
mutation, then 
CM’, u] = 1. 
Clearly, either I? = 1 or W is the product of two disjoint 2-cycles. Since 
(zm ?dz,+*) is abehan and (z[‘~(/?)>, p f: c(, is a 4-group, it is easy to 
conclude that w must centralize U. 
Suppose there actually exists some y E Gi,, + 2,a + k + ,) - C,(U). According 
to our hypothesis, we may choose x E Cc,., + k) - G(,!,, + k + I ). Of course both 
x and y act on d. Indeed, by our claim, @ is an even permutation and 
xy E C(u). But evidently xy E G, + k - G, + x- + , . i 
(5.16) Let (T, Z)EE Ifz~z(T) andp+,#3, then r(z)<5, 
Proof: Set a =m(z) and assume for the sake of the argument that 
r(z,) >6. Then, we know that EI = dt and r(z,) = Ifz,) and they are odd. 
Take z’ E Z(r) so that (z, z’) is in position. Set u = [z, z’] and q = m(z’). 
We then claim that 
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From (5.15.1), we have that z,_ 2 E CL?, and zrl + 2 E G,‘Z2. Therefore, 
(G rt3 -G,+,)nC(u)=gl.Indeed,ifthereexistsxE(G,+,-G,+,)nC(u), 
then u surely fixes the track generated by x and ztl +2 passing through 
(af3, a+4). Hence, as $24, (5.15.2) tells us that G&a+2,a+41~C(~). 
Further, by a completely symmetric argument, we can also conclude that 
G;(,-,,,-2,~ C(u). 
Now let us note that the above claim yields zV +4 E C(u) and 
G (a+l,a+S) -G 12 + 6 5 C(u). Since s(T) z 5, we may choose t E G,, + r,= + 5I - 
G a +6. But then u fixes the track generated by t and z,,+~ passing through 
(a + 5, c1+ 6). This contradiction proves our assertion. { 
The next lemma is useful in treating the cases when I(Z) is relatively 
small. 
(5.17) Suppose G, has a central i~uol~t~on z,, (z,) c NIP G, and par # 3. 
Let G, = G,/(z, > and c?, = G,/N. Then the following are true: 
(1) (zc2’(c()> c G dcaj and (~~~~(a)) is abelian. 
(2) Let A,, A,, A,~d(‘)(a). iffor any ;i, 6~d’~‘(c() with d(L,6)=4, 
Zn # z”&) then Z2, ZnilZi) # 1. In particular, we always have FJ, Zi2 ZA, # 1. 
Proof Part (1) is simply a direct consequence of (5.3.1) and (5.12.2). 
We see that GE/G,,,, acts faithfully by conjugation on Sz = zt-) and 
162 = pa. Since GE/G,,,, contains a dihedral group of order 2p,, there 
exists some hE G, such that it stabilizes {Zk,, Z,,} but does not fix ZAX. 
Therefore, it must be the case that Z,, .?>., #ZA,. Further, as s B 4 implies 
Zd # if,, we have Zl, ZAAzZi,, # 1. 1 
(5.18) Let (T, z)EE. IfzfZ(T) andp+,,#3, then r(z)<3. 
ProoJ: Let CI = m(z). We might as well assume I = Z(z,) = 5, and as 
before, we then have E, = 4. Let us begin by setting up some notation. 
T&e a’=a”a+8, a+g’=a+gI*, a+lO’=a+lOz~+z, &=a*a+IO, @+I”= 
cl+i’~+~*andcz~10”=a+lO’“. Let 
From (5.15.1), we know that z,, z,+~E Giy2, and in particular, u is an 
involution. 
We now claim that in fact z,, z,, 8 •Gi2+1~. Suppose z, fails to fix SE 
dt2)(a + 4). By (5.4), we may then conclude that z6 E G, + 2 - G,. Therefore, 
cz,, z&l =&+4=z,+2 or&z@*, 
for some a* E dt2’(a). But this clearly violates (5.17.2). 
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To obtain our main contradiction, we consider the following com- 
mutator equality from (5.6): 
w = cz,, +I = cz,, IO”, z,, ml. 
The single fact we need to establish here is that (z,, z,,,) and (z,+ r,,,,, z,+ ,,J 
are in position. Since the above claim holds for any track conjugate to T, 
we know that z, E Gc,,,+2’) and z,,, E Gc,,,,,+2), and so by (5.4) z, +2, 
za+2’~ G,,,,,,,. Hence if z, $ G,,., then (z,, z,.) is in position and we 
therefore also know that (z,+ rO”, z,+ rO) is in position. 
So let us assume z, fixes IX”, which means that z,,, E G,. We then note 
that (zcl](a + 1”)) n G dcor) # 1. However, this is a rather dubious 
proposition. Indeed, if z, + 2Z E Gdca), then [z, _ 2, z, + 2,] = z, = Z~Z, + 2, for 
some 1~ d(‘)(a + 4). According to the above claim and (5.4), z~z,+~. E
G a+8 but z,$G,+s. Next, suppose it is the case that z,,, E Gdca). Then, we 
observe that z,,, must fix some .D E Ac2’(a) - {a + 2 >. For otherwise, there 
exists t E (G,,,, - G, + 2 ) n C(u’-‘) and thus by our claim, u’-’ then fixes the 
track generated by t and z,+* passing through (g + 1, a + 2). Therefore, as 
a consequence of (5.13) we have that Z,E G(,,,,,, and so z,+~,E Gd,a). 
Similarly, if it happens that zg,, E Gdca), where 5” E A(cc + 1”) - (G?, c( + 2’}, 
we also obtain that z, + 2Z EGdcr). Hence, z, $ G,,,. 
We now note that in fact z,,, E G,+2 - G,, r, since the contrary implies 
(z,, za,,) is in perfect position and that means w = z,+* = z,+ 2, which is an 
impossibility. Further, we have that z, E G, + 2, - G, + , ,,. By symmetry, we 
can also obtain that z,+ r0 E G, + 8, - G,,, + *,) and z, + rO” E G, + 8 - G,,, + 8). 
Since our claim yields z,+ r0 E C(U), we know that u=z~.,z,,,, where x1”= 
u”~+ lo. Therefore, it is easy to conclude that 
w = [z,, zls,] = 24. 
Moreover, by a symmetric argument, we can obtain that w = u’. This 
however is quite impossible, since z, ~ 2 E C(U) n (G,, + 2,a + 4)-Ga + 2,). Our 
proof is now complete. 1 
(5.19) I~zEZ(T) where (T,r)~z, then [y(z)1 = 2 and r(z) = l(z) < 3. 
Proof: This summarizes the assertions in (5.10), (5.11), (5.14) and 
(5.18). 1 
6. THE GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS 
Once again hypothesis (4.0) is respected throughout this section. Our 
aim here is to show that the geometric parameters discussed in Section 5 
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are what they must be in the real life cases. Namely, if (T, r) E E, then for 
ZEZ(T) with say c( =m(z), we have that T(z,)= l(z,) = 3, p, = 5 and 
G,/G d(m) =W2). 
Notation. Henceforth, c1 always denotes a vertex in r where G, has a 
unique central involution z,, and whenever we write zg, it is implicit that 
6 = CI. Also, hereafter we set zi = 1. Let d’*‘(n)*, 1* E I-, be a subset of 
d(*)(l) which is maximal subject to the condition that no two of its 
elements are distant two apart. 
An observation which is useful in the remaining sections is that if D is a 
dihedral group of order 2n, n odd, operating transitively on a set Q of n 
elements, then any two elements in Q is the orbit of some involution in D. 
(6.1) pa # 3. 
Proof. We may assume a E T where (T, t) E E. Let us suppose pa = 3. 
Recall then from (5.14) that r(z,) = l(z,)< 2. First, we consider the case 
where r(z,) = 1. Take 6~d(a + l)- T. It is an easy consequence of (5.8) 
that T(zg)=(tl,a+2). Let W= {z~,z~~: cc,,a,~d(cc+l)-T}, and note 
that WEL?,(G~,_~,,+~,). If WE WnG,+,, then since (Gdca+,), 
Z ~,+~)c_C(w), we have from (5.1.2) that WEZ’(T) and y”(w)= 
(%‘+l,a+3). Similarly if wEWnG,-,, then WEZ’(T) and y”(w)= 
(a- 1, c(+ 1). Hence WnGc,p2,,+4J= 4, and as a result there must be some 
GE Wn (G,,- l,a+4) - G1P2). From (5.6), we then obtain that 
1 = [ZZPZ, z;“P2] = [PV-2, S]. 
Let qEd(a)- {a- 1, c1+ 1). Then evidently s 3 4 yields w E G, - Gd(,,). But 
this contradicts (5.4). 
Now let us assume that r(z,) = 2. Then for 6 E d(a + 1) - T, (5.8) implies 
that T(zg) = (a - 1, c1+ 3). Let W be as defined above. Clearly then 
Ws G,,p 2,0r+4)cC(x,+1) for some x~+,EG,+,. Choose i~d(a+l)-T 
and q~d(a+3)-Tso that ll”v~d(a+l)-T. We then see that 
[z,, z,] = w* E w. 
However, since (z,, zV) is in perfect position, it follows from (5.7) that w* is 
also centralized by some x, + 2 E G, + *. This contradiction completes the 
proof. [ 
(6.2) Zf (T, z) E 5 and z, E Z(T), then r(z,) = I(z,) = 3. 
Proof. According to (5.19), (6.1), and (5.3.1), we might as well assume 
r(z,) = f(z,) = 2 and p, # 3. Let us start by introducing some terminology. 
We call (A,, &} c d(*)(cr) a noncommuting pair provided that d(il,, 2,) = 4 
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and [zi.,, Ziz] # 1, and if in addition zi, and zj., are conjugate under 
G;m,,+ I), it is called a noncommuting Z,-pair. 
Take { Ai, &} to be a noncommuting pair. From (5.3.1) we get that 
This then clearly implies that zj,, z~, E G, + , - G, + 3. Hence, it is now 
possible to conclude that 4’2’(tx) does not contain a set of 4 elements for 
which any two of its elements form a noncommuting pair. Indeed, if such a 
set, say { 5;: 1 6 i 6 4}, exists, we may assume t4 = c1+ 2 and then notice 
that each zslzb, 1 < i < j < 3, must induce Z,-action on A,(a, CI + 2). This is 
obviously impossible. Thus, every I E Ac2’(cr) is a part of some commuting 
pair. 
Furthermore, noncommuting Z,-pairs exist, since { c( - 2, c( + 2) is a 
noncommuting pair and CY - 2 and CI + 2 are conjugate under G;=,,, for 
some PEA(~). So let (6,, 6,) be a noncommuting Z,-pair. It is quite 
apparent that z6, z6* E G, + 2 - G, + 3. According to the above paragraph, we 
can choose q E Ac2)(c( + 2) with the property that zV E G,. Set q’= qzdlio2. 
Then, we see that 
C%,Zs* zq] =z;=z fZv 
for some E = 0 or 1. But this contradicts (5.17.2). 1 
(6.3) For any 6 = ~1, zg E GJ”]. 
Proof Note we already have that zg E G6’1. Let (2, A*) be any 2-arc 
withd(6,1)=2andd(6,~*)=4.Take(T,z)E~suchthat(i,i*)~Tand 
set 1*=1+2. Suppose that z~EG~+,-G,+~ and let 1+2’=1+2”“, 
2 + 4’ = 1+ 4’6 and 6’ = S’“+4. Then (5.6) yields 
Since s > 4, Z~ + 4 E G, + 2, - Gdcl + 2z). Therefore, o = z;, = z1 + 4,zA^ + 4,s where 
1 + 4” = i + 4”“‘“. But this is in clear violation of (5.17.2). 1 
(6.4) Let V= (zczl (cx)) and x, E G,. Then V is ahefiun, 1 V: C,(x,)l = 24 
and p. = 5. 
Proof: Evidently C,(x,) # V and from (6.3) V is abelian. We may 
assume LX is a vertex on (T, z) E E and let (a-4,a+4)cT. By (6.2) we 
might as well take x, to be in (zaP4, z, + 4). Then since V’E 
Q,(G,,-2,,+2,), we therefore have 
1 v: C,(xJ 6 24. 
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So V contains exactly one non-central 2-chief factor of G, and it has order 
24 andp,=5. 1 
(6.5) For any x, E G,, IGdcaj: CG&xa)l = 2’. Also, GJG,,,, N Sz(2). 
Proof: From (5.2) and (6.4), we have that b = IGd(aj:CGd(rj(~a)l ~2~. 
Indeed, it must be the case that b = 28, since according to (3.3) x, does not 
centralize GAC,,/(zczl(cr)). S o in particular (5.2) now implies that GJG,,,, 
is not isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 10. 1 
(6.6) For every truck ( T, 7) in I-, G, = 1. 
ProojI This a direct consequence of (4.2.2), (4.7) (4.8.2), (6.1), and 
(6.2). I 
7. THE STRUCTURE OF G, 
Our hypothesis here is the usual (4.0). We follow the same notation as in 
Section 6. In particular, recall that c1 denotes a vertex in r for which G, has 
a central involution z,. Further, we let T(g) be the set of fixed points in r 
of g E G. By the end of this section, 1 G,I is known. 
(7.1) The following conditions hold: 
(1) If6,,6,=a, d(6,,6,)=8 and 6 is the midpoint of (6,,6,), then 
(z s,p za,> = Dlo and %,&A = Gcd,.62) where x6 E (Go T zg, >. 
(2) t>7 unds>S. 
(3) For any L = a, T(z,) = Ac4](,l). In particular, for any distinct 
ai E a, 1 < i < 3, we have z,, # za2 and whenever {a 1, a2, a,} # A(/?) for any 
/? E r, we have z,, zar2za) # 1. 
Proof: We show (1) and (2) together. Take (T, z) EE and 
(a-4,a+4)cT, and let (x,)~Syl,((z,~,,z,+,)). From (6.5), we 
obtain 
‘&&a) = G,, - 4,or + 4) 
and so IGdccr):Gc,-4,a+4) 1 = 28. Therefore, we may conclude that any n-arc, 
n < 6, in T is (left and right) transitive and (a - 4, a + 3) and (a - 3, a + 4) 
are nonsingular. Indeed, we then have t 2 7 and s > 8. In particular, G acts 
transitively on the set of 8-arcs whose endpoints have valence 5. So since 
e-4, q-4 )=D,,,, (1) holds. 
For part (3), we see immediately that t > 7 yields T(z,) = Ac4’(a) and 
thus z,, # zcLZ. Now let us suppose zor,za2 = z,~. Then, it must be that 
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d(al, aZ) = 2 or 4. In the case where d(a,, a*) = 4, z,,z,~ E G,, - Gdcor,) for 
i = 1,2. However, it is then easy to verify that f(z,,za2) # T(z,,) for any 
a3 E ZY If d(al, a2) = 2, then we let ai E r, i= 1,2, such that d(a;, a;) = 6 
and d(ai, ai) = 2. Since z,, E G,,;,,;, - (G,,,;, u G,,,;,), d(a,, a:) = 4 for 
i= 1, 2. Therefore, {aI, a*, a3} = d(b) where j3 is the midpoint of 
(al, a2). I 
Note that (7.1.3) gives a full generalization of (5.4). Hereafter, we no 
longer need tracks in our arguments. Nevertheless, for the sake of 
notational convenience, we shall implicitly assume that a line 1 passes 
through our vertex a. Further, we set 
ca = Gd(&J~ 
where x,=z,~~z,+~ and (a-4,a+4)gl. 
(7.2) The following are true. 
(1) ZZ,..UI,,,* z~= 1 or z,. 
(2) l(zc23(a))1 = 2’ 
Proof: Let 1,) A, E A”)(a)* - A(a + 1) and set A: = 27+4. We then have 
that 
ZA Z).’ = z 21, 1 I .+42a+4 
for i= 1, 2. Therefore, by (512.2) u = ZZf= 1zi,zA; = 1 or z,+~ and as (7.1.3) 
says that u E G,- 2 - G,,,- 2jr we have u = z,+~. Hence, according to 
(5.12.2), n IEd~~)(CLJI z1 = 1 or z, for any choice of A(*)(a)*. Also, we see that 
(2) is an immediate consequence of (1) and (7.1.3). 1 
(7.3) The following conditions hold. 
(1) Gd(,,/GL21 = Z, x Z, x Z, x Z, and is a noncentral 2-chief factor 
OfG,. 
(2) GC2] = (zc23(a)) C d OL and (zczl(a)) n C, = (z,). 
Proof: We note that (zc21(a)) and C, are both contained in GE’]. Our 
assertions are therefore direct consequences of (6.4) (6.5) and (7.2.2). 1 
(7.4) Gk31~Ca, IC,/GL31162 andGL51=Gyl=1 where a-/?. 
Proox From (7.1.3) it is evident that (zc2’(a)) n Gi’l= (z,). Thus by 
(7.3.2) GL31 contains only central 2-chief factors and so GE’] E C,. Hence, 
1 = Gy’ = GLS’. 
To complete our proof, we let A,_, denote the orbit of Ac2’(a) contain- 
ing a - 3. Since C, s GdZm3, it follows from (7.3.2) that Gk’l induces either 
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Z,-action or trivial action on each orbit of Jc2’(ol). Therefore, as there are 
just two (x,)-classes of orbits of d’2’(c(), ~CJG~“ll < 2. 1 
(7.5) G;“l=Gk4’= (z,) atzd lC,l ~4. 
Proof The latter assertion is given by the former and (7.4). To see 
Gi”] = GL41, we simply note that any 2-chief factor K/G!“] of G, contained 
in GL’I is central and thus, as KC GtlP4,X+4j and t > 7, we have the desired 
result. 
Now let H/( Z,) be a 2-chief factor of G, contained in Q,(Gk41). Take 
tli, ol,~d(~)(~) with d(cr,, CQ) = 8 and let d,, A, be orbits of Ac4’(a) at 
01,, clz, respectively. Since H/(z,) is a central chief factor, we have for each 
ifz (1,2) that 
Hence, it then follows from (7.1.2) and (7.4) that H = (z,). Therefore, GL41 
is cyclic of order at most 4. So let us consider the subgroup Zc2] = (G141: 
i E A’*‘(x) u {a 1) of GE’]. Evidently, Zc2’ is abelian, since [GE:‘, Gifl] G 
G$fln GX;l for any E;,, I, E A’2’(o() u {a). From our results in this section, 
we know that /GL21/ d 27. Therefore, as a consequence of (7.2.2), it must be 
that /Gr411 =2. 1 z 
Note at this time we have that IG,l = 5 * 2” or 5. 212 according to 
whether (C,I = 2 or 4, rexpectively. 
8. A GEOMETRIC PRESENTATION FOR G, 
The hypothesis for this section is again (4.0) and the notation from Sec- 
tion 7 is continued. Our goal here is to obtain a natural “geometric” 
presentation for G,. The author advises the reader to draw the appropriate 
picture in following the arguments in this and the next section. 
DEFINITION AND NOTATION. We say {S, ,..., 6,) z Ac4’(6), where 6 3 ~1, is 
a D,,(G)-set if {z,: 1 < i < 5) is the set of involutions in a subgroup of G;, 
isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 10. Of course the existence of 
such sets is guaranteed by (7.1.1). In this section, we set {S, ,..., S,> to be an 
arbitrary D,,(a)-set and let D= <zb,, Zaps), (x) l syl,(D) and C,= 
CGdJx). Further, let 6(4, CL) = UT=, (a, Si) and denote the vertices in (cy, 8,) 
via 
Let us recall from Section 7 that C, = Gc6,,6,j for any 1 d i < j < 5, C, 5 
Gw,a) - = Gi2j, 1 C,/ < 4 and if /C,/ = 4, then 1 C1/GL31J = 2. 
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Take 6 to be the permutation group on {l,..., 5) induced by D acting on 
its involutions by conjugation. We choose notation so that 
In particular, we then have t,, = (25)(34) and x=zg,zg,. Note that given 
any two distinct i, j E { l,..., 5}, there is a unique involution 0 E 6 which has 
{i, jl as an orbit. We take ij to be the fixed point of CJ. Let r be the unique 
involution in b fixing j, and the define i* E { I,..., 5) such that (i, i*} is an 
orbit of z. We then observe that (7, i, j, i*, j*} = { l,..., 5}, B= (ij)(i*j*) 
and r = (ii*)(ijj*). 
Lastly, for CLE dCk)(l), 1~ r and BE ACkl(A)n A(a), we say (6, S’} is a 
Z&pair of ACk)(i) at IY, if (6, S’} c A(*)(a) - ArkI and they are not con- 
jugate under Gym,,,,. 
(8.1) Let (6, S’} b e a Z;-pair of AC2’(a) at cq, and let fl be the midpoint 
of (Q, m). Then the set offixed points ofzgzg, in AC4’(a) is Aczl(cr,, 8). 
Proof: According to (7.1.3), certainly zgzg. E G[&,. So let us take 2~ 
AC3’(b) - Ac2’(cr,) and consider u = [z6zg., zJ. Since z1 E GCla.B) - GdCIO), 
(7.1.3) says that o$Ggl and so z,z,.#G~. i 
(8.2) The following conditions hold. 
(1) II;=, zx,= 1. 
(2) The set of fixed points of zz,za,, 1 d i< j< 5, in A(4, a) is 
(CL a,) u (5i*t r,*)u (k 6,). 
(3) z,,z,, E GE’ - Cq4,. 
ProoJ: Since { a2, t13} is a Z;-pair of AC2’(cr, ) at U, we may conclude 
from (8.1) that 
cz 12zcq, Z&l = z z 3L2 ajz?gz*4 = zq 
Next, we consider (2) and (3) at the same time. From (7.1.3), we already 
have that z,,z~, E (G,,,,, n %,.+, )-(G,,uG,,). So take 6EAC4’(a)n 
AC3’(fi-) Then we see that 9 . 
czw ZJ = z,,zx,z; = z;i,zg, 
where E = 0 or 1, 6’ = Pi and d(6, 6’) = 4. Therefore, z,,z,, E Gs. Further, in 
the case 6 = 6,, we have that E = 0 and so z,,z,, E Gq - G,,&,. Finally, since 
(7.3.2) says that Gt6k,6,J n (z~‘~(c~)) = (z,) for any 1 6 k 6 1 d 5, z,,z,, can- 
not fix either 6,, or S,.. This completes our proof. 1 
Notation. Let (6,) 6’,} be a fixed choice of Z;-pair of A(*)(cr) at c(~. Set 
Y(W=z,,z,; and let ~(6,) = ~(6,)“‘~’ for id id 5. We observe that as z,~, 
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normalizes (x) and centralizes y(6,), y(6,)‘“d = y(6f). As further notation, 
we let {Ai, &} denote an arbitrary &pair of d”‘(cc) at ai and set y(&) = 
zi,zi; for 1 d i< 5. 
(8.3) The following are true: 
(1) G,,(or)= (y(6i): 1 <i<5)(zc21(U), C,). 
(2) CY(~,), %,I= 
1 
;” ; y; 
(3) CY(hh Cal =z,, if cm+ (z,>. 
(4) CY(li), YtAj)l =Za,.Zcl,.z~,for SOme E=O or 1, ad [Y(di)t Y(6j)1 = 
zaz.z,,. for i #j. 
(5) The set of fixed points of y(h,)y(b,), where i# j, in A(4, a) is 
(cl;., cxj*!i’) u (a, q). 
ProoJ According to (8.1), ~(6,) E G, - G,, for all k # i. This yields (2) 
and the fact that (~(6,): 1 < i < 5) has order 24 moduio CL’]. We then 
obtain (1) from (7.3). 
As for part (3), it is evident from (7.1.1) that [y(ni), C,] =z,~ or 1 for 
any i. If C, actually commutes with some y(A,), then we see it follows from 
(8.1) that C,cGb:l for every 1 d j< 5, and so by (7.5) C,= (z,). 
To prove (4), we set B= [y(n,),y(il,)]. We know that 6~ (zC2’(~))C, 
and it is an easy consequence of (8.1) that 
fi E (Gjf' n GW') - (G6, u Gb,). 
Therefore, we are able to conclude from applying (8.2) that B = z,,.z,,.c, for 
some c, E C,. But since z,,.zgr E Gbfl, c EG[~I= (z,). Now let us set u= a 
[~(a,), ~(a,)]. Since u = z,,z,.z; for some E p 0 or 1, according to (8.2.3), it 
sufftces to show that u E Gq - GAcq,;,. Clearly, u = ~(6,) ~(6,) has order 4 
and is inverted by z~. Therefore, 
CUT %J = u = Zg/Zr. ‘I 
From (8.1), we know that u E G, - GG. As a consequence of (5.17.1), we 
have in fact u 4 G,. Thus, we are done by (7.1.3). 
Lastly, from (8.1) and the above, we only need to verify that u does not 
fix either tie or tj. to obtain (5). This is indeed the case since even u2 = 
z,,,z,,. does not fix either of those two vertices. 1 
(8.4) The following conditions hold: 
(1) C, is cyclic of order at most 4. 
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(2) G is totally 9-singular and s = 9. 
(3) t = 7 or 9 according to whether IC,I = 2 or 4, respectively. 
Proof Let us suppose C, = (z,, u, ) is a 4-group. As t b 7 and s 2 8, we 
can surely assume that (a,, 6, ) lies on some track T. Since 6, = S;, we may 
further assume that (u,) = G~6~P1,6,+,J. This means that (6, - 1, 6,) is 
right singular. So (6.6) and (2.7) then yield that U, $ G,, + *. Now set 
a’ = aZBlt2 and u,, = u’,“l+z. As a consequence of (5.6) we know that 
[u,, u,,] = 1. 
Note that {a’, S,} is a Z;-pair of AC2’(a) at a1. Thus according to (8.3.3) 
u, E Gawj - G,, and u,, E GdcnlJ -G,. But this implies U, E Gb:] and so 
u a E Gr31. Therefore by (7.5), C, must be cyclic. 
Nex:, let us note that every k-arc for k < 9, is conjugate to a k-arc in 
(6,, S,)ud(6,)ud(6,). So from (1) we obtain immediately that G is 
totally 9-singular. By (8.2), we have that z,,z,,z, E GcS2 + 1,6, + 1I and (7.1.2) 
then says that s = 9. Furthermore, we can now conclude from (2.4.2) that 
t#8. Hence, if IC,I=2, then t=7 and if IC,I=4, then t=9. 1 
(8.5) y(b, ) y(b) ~(6,) ~(6,) ~(64 = 1. 
Proof: It is easy to see that a direct application of (8.3.4) yields 
.Y=Y(6l)-..Y(65)=Y(S2)...Y(65)Y(fil). 
Therefore, YE C,. Now set u = ~(6,) ~(6,). From (8.3) we see that Iul = 4 
and u2 E G,, - G,, . Hence, we may then conclude that either [u, zd,] 3 
Y(dl) z:, or CUP’> Z&l = Y(d,) cc, for some E = 0 or 1. So by (8.3) 
we obtain that either 
Y(61) z:, = Y(b) Y(63) Y(S4) Y(6,) 
01 
Thus according to (7.3.2) and (5.17.3) y= 1. 1 
(8.6) The following conditions hold: 
(1) Each element qf G,(,, has either order 2 or 4. 
(2) There exists w, E G(,,,,, of order 4 such that x”‘l =x2 and w: = za,z”, 
for some E=O or 1. And any such element acts on A(4, a) via (62636,6,). 
(3) G, = (x, w, ) GdCa, and (x, w, ) N Sz(2). 
481!98 2-9 
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Proof: Part (1) is quite obvious since (8.3) says that Gd(,,/(zczl(cr)) is 
an elementary abelian 2-group. 
For (2), is is clear from (6.5) that NG~,B,j((~))/C, is cyclic of order 4. 
Hence, there exists some w1 E N,,U,,l,( x)) ‘such that its order is at least 4 
and xwI = x2. Since z6, E N,,z,fl,,( (x)) - C,, we know that w: = z&,c, for 
some c, E C,. So it then follows from (8.4.1) that 
z;; = z6, or zg, z,. 
In fact, according to (7.1.3), we must have wr E Gcl,b,j. Therefore, by (1 ), w, 
has order 4 and IV: = z6, z”, for some E = 0 or 1. Furthermore, we now know 
that w, permutes {Si: 1 <id 5) via (6,6,6,6,). Lastly, part (3) is evident 
from the above. 1 
Since we already know that IG,l = 5.2” or .5.2’*, it is now apparent 
that the isomorphism classes of G, are quite limited. However, we refrain 
from giving presentations for G, until the next section. 
(8.7) Save w E Gw,, with order 4 and w2 = z”lz”2 7’3 
” 
z,ia, where ck = 0 or 1 
for k = 1, 2, 3. Then one of the following is true: 
(a) w = ~(6,~) ~(6,~) u and w* = z1,z4z~, 
(b) w = ~(6,~) ~(6,) u c, and w2 = z~,z~, 
(c) w = ~(6~~) ~(62) u c, and w2 = zx,z4, 
Cd) w=vc, and w*=z,, 
where E = 0 or 1, v E (zr2’(cr)) and c, E C, with order 4. And whenever 
1 C,I = 2, then only (a) holds. 
ProoJ: Assume for the moment that I C,I = 4. It is easy to check with 
the aid of (8.3) that the above four possibilities for w are consistent with 
their values for w*. In light of (8.1) and (8.5), we see that necessarily 
w = ~(6,) ~(6,) t.4 or UC,, 
where {k, I}s{i*,j*, ij}, UEGL~I, UE(Z[~‘(~L)) and (ca)=C,. We can 
then restrict the possibilities for w to those given in (a)(d) by making the 
following calculations: 
(Yt6i*)Yt6,*) uccz)2=z&jz~~ 
(Y(6;*) Y(Q o)* = z,z& 
(Y(6j*)Y(6G) o)2=zcz,za,*zE,3 
where u and c, are as above and E = 0 or 1. Note that these calculations 
also tell us that if IC,I = 2, then w must be as in (a). 1 
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Our (8.7) yields the following observation. If w E G,,,,, such that w2 = 
z,,z;~ for some E = 0 or 1, then it fixes elementwise xactly one Z;-pair of 
dC2)(c(.) at c1 containing ~1. J I. 
9. PRESENTATIONS OF THE AMALGAMS 
Once again hypothesis (4.0) is assumed to hold. We want to describe 
here our amalgam G, z GCa,BI s G,, where tr N & up to isomo~hism. This is 
accomplished by producing a “presentation” for the amalgam. If 9 is a 
presentation for a group P, then for any Ed P, LP/~ consists of those 
generators in 9 that lie in B and those relations of P which involves only 
elements of B. A presentation for an amalgam P, 2 B z P, is given by a pair 
of presentations 9, and 9’ for P, and P,, respectively, such that 
(i) 91 B is a presentation of B for i = 1,2 and 
(ii) all the generators in &;I B are known with respect o qlB. 
Obviously, any two amalgams with the same presentation are isomorphic. 
Our objective in this section is then to demonstrate that the amalgams 
permitted by hypothesis (4.0) must admit the same presentation provided 
their edge fixer have equal order. In Section 8, we have already obtained a 
presentation YE for G, (see (9.2)). Now in constructing a presentation for 
G,, it is desirable to use, to the fullest possible extent, the generators in 
% I q,,p,. However, from the point of view of abstract groups, it is difficult to 
discern how the generators in PR/.,r,pr must fit into G,. Here lies the 
significance of the geometric nature of our presentation for G,. Indeed, for 
each of our generators of G,, with one exception, we can pinpoint where it 
“lives” on the graph I- and its fixed point set near ~1. Since /?-a, this 
enables us to decide how these generators live within the group G,. 
However, the one exceptional generator mentioned above allows enough 
ambiguity in the presentations of our amalgams to create some suspense 
over the possibility of having more than one amalgams with the same size 
edge fixer. 
We start our work by amalgamating at the graph level to obtain a first 
approximation of a presentation for G,zG,,,, & G,. Take any /3 E f with 
valence 3 and let (/?, LX,, ei, pi, yi, vi), where i = 1, 2, 3, be ?I-arcs in r and 
set 
VP)= ;, UL Vi). 
i- 1 
We say V(p) is a p-set given by y(qr) and xB if the following hold: 
(1) Yh)=za,z+ where {qr, q; > is a Z;-pair of ~(2)(~~) at pi. 
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(2) y(ql) inverts the 3-element xgeGp, and (b, vi)= (/I, qr)“b-’ for 
i = 1, 2, 3. 
From (8.1), it is evident that p-sets do exist. So let us assume the above ( 1) 
and (2) hold for V(p). And let y(qi) = y(v],)“a , 1 d id 3. In particular, this 
means that xp = y(q,)y(q3). 
Given any ge G and Q g r on which g acts, we use the symbol g:cr, 
where c E Z,, to describe the action of g on Q. For example, we see that 
xp: (vl, q2, vd, Y(v~): (v1)(v2v3h y(q2): (r2)(v1y13) and Y(U& (v3)(v1v2). 
Next, we notice that (z,,, z~,,) determines a D,,(a,)-set (see Sect. S), 
which we call the D,,(cc,)-set collared by V(b). Let 
be this D ,0(~ i )-set and take (x,, ) to be the S,-subgroup of (z,,, , zP3 ). We 
choose notation so that 
In particular, x,, =zy3z,,,. Further, we set y(ql,) = y(v],) and 
y(qv)= y(ql,)%‘, wherej= l,..., 5. At this time we caution the reader that 
the notations in this section do contain certain amount of redundancies 
which, of course, are natural by-products of the amalgamation process. For 
example, ql=qlr and ~~=q,~. 
The D,,(a,)-set &‘(a,) is now thought of as being permanently fixed. We 
want then to choose a b-set with a certain property and such that it collars 
the ~?)(a,). Our next result allows us to accomplish this. 
(9.1) Take ~(a,) to be any element in Gtp,,,) such that x,w,(“1)=x~,. Then, 
there exists some 3-element x3 E G, such that V(b)* = U ;= , (1, q, 1)xi’ 
is a b-set afforded by some y(q,,)* and x); with the following properties: 
(1) V(b)* still collars the DIo(a,)-set cO(cr,). 
(2) If we set y(qIj)* = y(qIl)*dT’ for 1 < j6 5, then w(c(,) centralizes 
Y(rld*. 
ProoJ We note it follows from (8.6.2) that W(CL~) E GCqjj,,,, and w(cc~)~ = 
zq,,zE,, where E = 0 or 1. Let {v],,, q;,} and {q13, II:,} be Z2-pairs of dC2)(ol,) 
at CQ such that y(qr3) =z,,,~z,,;) and d(q;,, ~7~) =4. We then observe that 
(8.7) allows us to conclude that ~(a,) fixes either v;~ or qy3. So let us sup- 
pose ~(a,) E G,,Y~. Take {nll,n~,} to be the Z2-pair of d(‘)(c~,) at 11, such 
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thaty(rlll)=z,,,z,;,. Since t > 7 and s B 9, there exists some g E GCP,,+,,, such 
that {rally &lg= {vll, &‘,I and d(q’,,, g;‘i)=4. Obviously {qrr, So,} is 
also a Z;-pair of d (*)(a,) at pi. So set 
Y(rlll)* = Y(tlll)g and xa* = xj. 
We then see that V(b)* is a p-set afforded by y(qlr)* and x$. And since 
(P3, v1)c hf? VII)> v(B)* a so collars the @(a,). Furthermore, it is clear 1 
that ~hd* = z,,,~z~;~z~~ ’ for some 6 = 0 or 1, and therefore, w(a, ) and 
Y(vId* commutes. 1 
As a consequence of (8.6.2) it is possible to choose w(a,) to be an 
element with the properties 
6) w(aI)EG(,,,,,,,, 
(ii) II xwh) =x* ?I’ (9.1*) 
(iii) w(al)* = zq,,za, or z,,,, and the former holds whenever possible. 
Moreover, according to (9.1), we may now take V(b) to be a /?-set such 
that 
(a) it collars O(al) and 
(b) w(al) centralizes y(~,~). 
It is useful to remember that all of the assertions from this point on are 
true for any w(aI) satisfying (9.1*). 
We now complete our graph-theorectic amalgamation. Set 
(alj, tlj3 PI,, Ylj, 'Iv)=(aly 513 PI, 717 ?I)““~’ 
and 
i= 2, 3, is the D,,(a,)-set determined by (z,, zP,+,). We set x,, = x:f = 
Z p,+,z,,,, i=Z 3, and note that x,,: (vi1 . ..vis). z,,,: (ilil)(yIi2~is)(11,3Yli4), and 
Z p,-~ : (ViIi)(Vi*Vi4)(Vzl Si5). 
Last, we assign the notation for some key elements in GdCB,. For 
i= 1, 2, 3, let 
,-I 
w(a,) = w(a,)lfl , 
Y(PLi) = z,,,z,,, 
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Further, take c,~ to be any generator of C,, = CGd,Zll(~a,) nd set c,, = c$ I. 
Again, remember that all of our assertions below hold for any generator of 
C,,. From (8.6.2), we know that w(ar): (q,4qL5q,2v1,) and since w(c(,) cen- 
tralizes y(ylr3), it must be that y(~]r~)“‘(~l) = y(r]$*l)), for 1 <j< 5. 
The isomorphism classes of G,,. By applying our results from Section 8 
using the above choice of generators, we are now ready to present a small 
list of candidates for G,, . 
(I) The group P, is generated by the elements x,,, ~(a,), y(grj), 
o=(l . ..5) and r= Z and z,,, where 1 Q j d 5. Let (T, t EC, given by 
(%l). The defining relations for P, are as follows: 
x1, = w(c(,)4 = JJ(‘llj)2 = z;,, = z;, = 
wb,,-‘x,,w(~,)=x~,, 
x~~‘Y(vllj) xci~ = Y(rlljO)? 
XI, 1 zp,,x,, = zp,,or 
1, 
if k#l 
if k=l’ 
cz P’lk’ zPll I= 1, 
Y~Yl11~~~~~~~15~=~~,,~~~~/r,5= 13 
cg, &,I = 1 for any generator g. 
(For the definition of k* and I*, see Sect. 8.) 
(II) The group P[ is generated by x,,, w(cI,), JJ(~~~), zP,,, z,, and c,,, 
where 1 < j< 5. The defining relations for P: not involving c,, are exactly 
the same as those in P, and those relations involving c,, are as follows: 
c* =z 
I;hj;:LJ =z+,,t 
CZP,, 3ca,l= cxa,> c,,l= CW(~,), &,I = 1. 
(III) The group p; has the same set of generators as p: and its 
defining relations differ only in that 
4~1) -‘c,,w(c1,) = c;, 1 
replaces the obvious relation in PT. 
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(9.2) The following are true: 
(1) IfIG,, =5.2l’, then G,,-P,. 
(2) ZfIG,,l=5.212, then G,,N~: or P;. 
Proof It is not hard to verify that lP,l 65.2” and Ip:l, lP;I ~5.2’~ 
by bounding the orders of some normal 2-sections in P,, P: and PC. We 
then obtain (1) and (2) from our results in Sect. 8 which show that if 
IG,,I = 5 .2l’, then G,, admits the defining relations of P, and if 1 G,,l = 
5. 212, then G,, admits the defining relations of either p: or FL. 1 
Before the generators of G, are produced, we need to have 
(9.3) (Up up*> 2 Gpcqd 
Proof: Since zz’;:~ = zlrls and p{Ivl) = p2,, we obtain as a consequence of 
(8.3.2) and (5.12.2) that Z~I = z~,~z~, Then, we are able to get the equalities 
v = [z,,, 3 zP2,1 = ZP,,ZP,,ZW = zti,,,zP*,~ 
Thus, vXfl = uz,, and therefore, xp centralizes vz,, = u,]. 
Moreover, since we also have UP = [z,,,, zP,] = uz,,, it is easy to check 
that z,,, z,,~z~~ = zPZz,,, zP,, v = zP2z,,,z,,, z,, . Thus, we may conclude that 
ZP,ZP,ZP,ZW = ug* is centralized by x,~. 1 
(9.4) The following conditions hold: 
(1) Gzw, = (4~1)~ 4~~1, cI,, z~,,,Y(P,), z,,, up: 16j63) andGI,= 
<xg, Aill)) GA,,,. 
(2) GAcP)= (w(cI~), w(ct2), c,,WbZ1, G$2]= (y(,ui), pLp*: 1 <i<3>Gh’l, 
and Grl= (za,, up: 161’63). 
and Gr3/GCk + ‘1 B N Z,xZ,xZ,for k=2,3. 
Proof: Quite clearly (2) implies (1). We prove (2) and (3) together. 
Since IGdCB)l =21° or 2” and it is easily checked that the putative 
generators of the sections G$kl/GP rk + ‘I, 1 < k d 3, do indeed lie in those sec- 
tions, it suffices to show that our generators form a large part of those sec- 
tions. 
From (9.3) we see that for all 1 < i 6 3, uB E G, - GdCp,) and of course, 
‘,z ’ GA(~,). Hence, 1 (z~‘~(/I), us)1 = 23. Next, let us observe that up* 4 G,,. 
Indeed otherwise, z.~, commutes with zPZzti, and that means zP,zP1zP1 is cen- 
tralized by xP, which contradicts (9.3). So U$ 4 G,, for 1 d id 3. Further, 
according to (8.1), the fixed points of y(pi) in {pk: 1 d k< 3) is just pi. 
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Therefore, module G$‘l, ( ( y(pi), u$: 1 d id 3)( > 23. For the top section, 
we note that modulo GB”, w(a1)2= zv, & zp, = w(a2)2 and 
(~(a,), w(a2))=Z4xZ4. Thus, if IGd(PjI =21°, then we have (2) and (3). 
So let us suppose 1 C,,I = 4. We then use (7.4) and (7.5) to conclude that c,, 
is an involution modulo Gf1 and that the fixed points of c,, in { 5,) t2, t3} 
is t1 and t2. Hence, (w(a,), w(a2), c,,) -Z, x 7, x Z, modulo Grl. This 
completes our proof. m 
The identities of the above generators, with respect o the presentation of 
G,,, are mostly known with one significant exception. It shall be quite 
apparent that the ambiguity in our presentation for G,, zG(~,~) z G, is 
directly related to the ambiguous identity of w(a2). More importantly, this 
ambiguity is rooted in the imprecise manner by which w(ai) is chosen and 
can be remedied once it is known whether G,, ‘v i’: or PI-. 
Recall that w(al)’ = z,,,zC,, for some E = 0 or 1, and if possible we choose 
w(a,) so that E = 1. Henceforth, “E” always refers to this particular E. 
(9.5) The following are true. 
(1) 
da21 = 
i 
Y(V14) Y(?d z PMz~,,c2~3z~ if &=l 
Y(?lZ) Y(rllS) cqz;,,z~l,z;,4z~ lj- &=o, 
where ci = 0 or 1. And the latter occurs only if 1 C,, 1 = 4. 
(2) Zf 1 C,, 1 = 4, then 
C cq= Y(fl,,) Y(y114) z 6’ h2 63 64 ~14c~~z~,,z~,~z~,sz~, 
where 6,=0 or 1. 
(3) IT= 1 Y(PJ = 1. 
(4) Y(IIl)=Y(v,l)? z~,=zp,,?zp3=zq,3’ 
Y(P3) = 
Y(V13) zu, if s=l 
Y(V 13) u/Iz,, if E=o, 
Y(P2)= Y(P,)Y(P3)> 
z z,,,, ct, = z ZfwZa, a> = z ZP,,, a3 = 
u,=z r1,zP15zw~ 
Proof We know w(a2) E G(,,,,,,,,, and w(a2)2 = z,,,zg,,z~,. Therefore, it 
follows from (8.7) that for some VE (~~~‘(a,)), 
w(a2) = ~(71~~) Y(v~~) v or Y(V12) Y(1115) UC,,, 
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where E = 1 in the former case, and E = 0 and / C,,l = 4 in the latter case. Let 
us first assume E= 1. By (f&3.4), we have that (~(q,~) y(~,5))2=z~,,z~,,. 
Thus, as a consequence of (8.2.1) and (8.3.2), w(~)=y(q,~) y(qls) 
zEl P ~“3 zE’ where si=O or 1. If it happens that E = 0, then an easy 
~%$ati%-i “:‘sizg (8.3) yields (y(~,~) y(qls) c,,)* =z~,,. This immediately 
gives what is asserted in (1). 
The story for part (2) is quite similar. Since cEz E GcV,,,P,,, and ci2 = z,,,z,, , 
we obtain through (8.7) that 
for some UE (zrzl(a,)). A direct computation shows that (y(y~& y(q14) 
%,fZ = zp,32 and so it must be that ca2 = y(qi2) y(qr4) z zdi z6* ~$3 -64c PI4 /ill ir,3 fllS’?l al’ 
where ai = 1 or 0. 
For part (3), we first note that (8.1) implies (J@,): 1 d i < 3) is abeiian 
and d=n!=, ye C(xD)nGrl. Hence, by (9.4.2), de (up). Since 
Yw”(‘l’) = Y(h) z,,, we may conclude that J&)-“(~‘) = y(pLs .i) zai-, for 
i= 2, 3. Therefore, according to (8.3.4), we have that 
Z p,‘&z:, = CYbJ~ Y(?,)l= YM Yh) Zx* (*) 
where 6 = 0 or 1. So it now follows from (7.1.3) that n:= r y&) = 1. 
The assertions in (4) are all quite transparent except for the identity of 
y(p3) which we handle below. As a consequence of (8.1) and part (1 ), we 
have that y(~i)“(~~)= y&i) z&” and Y(JII~)“‘@‘)= y(~~) z&“. This means 
that for some /2=0 or 1, y(~~)= y(qr3) z& provided E= 1 and y&f= 
y(~,~) upz& whenever E = 0. Since y(p,) za2 = z~,~z~,~z~,, by part (3) 6 = 1 in 
(*) and therefore, (8.3.4) yields i= 1. 1 
In the next few results, we seek to identify w(c1*) and cX2 with greater 
precision. 
(9.6) The folIowing conditions hold: 
(1) Yb.4 P” = Y(P* 1 UpZa, 3 Ybw’(~‘) = Y(k) zz: ‘, 
t2) .Y(Pt I(“’ = Y(Fi k Y(Pi)“’ = ,vfPi) za33 for i= 29 3. 
Proof: Since ~(a,): (~~~~~~~,~~~~), it is clear from (9.54) that 
.Y@3) Mai) = y(,&) z”?; ‘, and the remaining assertions are easy consequences 
of (9.5) and (8.3.3). 1 
(9.7) 
WC@*) = 
y(rj,,)y(qls)z vE’ 5-C’ 2’2 ZE’ 
f4M”PlliP12 PI3 al 
if &=l 
Y(f?12)Y(V15) G,z;;,,q!,g,,z~ if E=O 
whrre s;=o or 1. 
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Proof: According to (9.6.1) and (9.5.3) y = y(~~)~(~~) = y(pL3) ufizU2z;,? l. 
Let us now note that some computations utilizing (8.3) and (9.5.4) give the 
equalities below. In the case E = 1, 
Y@J 
Y(114’Y(m5’qq4 = y(q13) z 
jL,,Zp,5Z,, = Y(P3) UgZcQ. 
For the case E = 0, 
Y(P3) y(q’2’y(q’5’c=1 = (Y(rj13) zap = y(p3) UBZr,. 
Therefore, since we see from (8.1) that {zP,,zP,,, zP,,, z~,, z,,,} c C(y) and 
none of the elements in {z~,,, z,,,, zP,,} centralizes y, W(CI*) must indeed be 
as it is asserted above. 1 
(9.8) 
4%) = 
Y(V14) Y(t115) zp,&zE,: if a=1 
Y(V,*)Y(V15) c,,z23zc,: if &=o, 
where &i = 0 or 1 
ProoJ Since z,W,(prl) = z~,~, we have that 
ZW(a2) = z 
P21 P24. (*I 
Let us observe that it suffices to show (*) holds whenever w(aZ) = y(q14) 
Y(rllS) zp,,, or y(v12) ~(?,d c,,. For we see from (8.1) that z~,,z~,~~ z,,,z~,,,$ 
C(z,,,) and zp13 E C(zp2.J. 
Suppose first that E = 1 and set b = zp2, Y(‘714)Y(‘llS)ql,4 = ZY(~“))‘(~14).Y(~15)~p14, Ia1 
According to (8.3) and (8.5), ~(rl,~) Y(v~~) y(v15) = y(v13) y(v12) z~,~z~,,,. A 
direct computation then shows that 
b=z p3,Y(Vl‘J Y(f112). 
We proceed next to identify zP,,,. Evidently, zlrZ4 =zP,,,ugz,,. And from 
(9.5.4), (8.3) and (8.5), we obtain that 
Z m-2 = Ml zy(q”‘y(pJ 
= Zpz,Yh‘d Y(Vl2) zp,,zp,5. 
Therefore, b = zp24. 
In the case E = 0, let us set d= zP2, Y(m2)Yh5ko, = zY~~ll~Y~~12J”~~L5~(.o, 
u31 . Since (8.3) 
and (8.5) imply that y(vll) y(v12) Y(~~=z~,~Y(~~~) Y(YI,~) zG15, SOme easy 
computations give 
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As above, zPz4 = z~,,u~z,~ and now from (9.5.4), (8.3), and (8.5), we arrive 
at 
z PizZ = Z,,,Y(? 12) Y(VM) q?. 
Hence, d = z,,. This completes our proof. 1 
(9.9) Assume \C,,j =4. Then we have 
(1) 
if c=l 
c = Y(VL2) Y(?d zP,sqda,z::Z~ w 
i Y(SlZl .v(q,‘d z,,,q&,~k:z~ if & = 0, 
where 6,=0 or 1. 
(2) Iw(a,), &I = 1. 
Proof: In the course of proving (1 ), (2) is also validated. We note that 
[w(a>), cal] = zi2 for some 6 = 0 or 1. Let us start with the E = 1 case. By 
applying (9.8) and (8.3), we obtain 
4a2)- ~(~12).~(~14)~~~4~~~ = w(a2) z,*. 
Therefore, it follows from (9.5.2) that [w(a,), c,~] = 1, and so we may then 
conclude that csz = y(~,~) ~(q,~) zfi2ltis 11 It1iriti3 al’ c Z&I +* ~“3 where E,= 0 or 1. Now 
let us note from (9.6.2) that J&Q)‘~~ =~(11~) z,,. We then make some 
calculations utilizing (9.5.4) and (8.3) to get 
Hence, cor2 =y(q12) y(~,~) z,,,z,,,,c,,z$z~ for some Si = 0 or 1. 
The E = 0 case is handled by a similar argument to give part (1) 
and (2). I 
(9.10) The foBowing are true: 
(1) IfjGaJ=5.2’*, then G,,zPT. 
(2) ~(a,) = JJ(~,~) ~(9,~) z~,~z;;z~ for some Ed = 0 or 1. 
(3) Y(k) = Y(rlll)Z,,. 
Proof: We obtain (I) from (9.2.2) and (9.9.2). Note when IG,,I = 5.2”, 
it follows from (9.5.1) and (9.8) that (2) and (3) hold. So suppose /G,,/ = 
5 6 212. Then, we set ~(a~)* = w(a,) c,,. Clearly, w(a,)* E G~V,3,01,j, x&@l)* = xf, 
and w(a,)*‘= . z zE + ’ Therefore, in accordance with (9.1*), we must have 
chosen w(al) so?hi; w(a,)* = z,,,z,,. Hence, (2) and (3) are then given by 
(9.8) and (9.54). # 
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Presently, we know exactly what the identities of all the generators of G, 
are, with respect to a presentation of G,,, except for the generator W(Q). 
To complete our description of G,, 2 GCa.,Pj E G,, we need but to list the 
necessary relations among the generators that afford a presentation for G,. 
First, a technical lemma is helpful. 
zrgp2Y(P2). 
Proof: The fact that zpz4 = zfi,,y(q14) ~(y1,~) is demonstrated during the 
first part of our proof of (9.8). The other equality involving z,,, is obvious 
and the latter equality follows directly from the former. 1 
(9.12) The following relations are admitted by G,. 
(1) x; = y(r],)2 = 1, x$0’) = xi 1. 
(2) w(%)2=z&,~ c:,=zx, 
y(pl)*=zi,=ug= 1 for 16id3. 
if (C,,J=4, c,,=z,, if IC,,I=2, z;,= 
(3) xg acts by conjugation on z~,, y(p,), z,,, where 1 < id 3, by per- 
muting their indices via (123), and $0 = uB. 
(4) zY(~l) = z Y(Pi) Y(Vl) - 
l<i<3 an>r=($ijEZ3. 
- y(pi~) z,,,, z~:~I) = z,,,, u~Y(~~) = uB, where 
(5) Cw(a,), zp,,l= Y(P,) ugz,,9 
cw(a,), Z&l = Yb2), 
Cd5 1, zp,l = 1, 
Cw(a,), YWI = ugz,, for i=l,2, 
Cw(a,h %?I =zczj. 
(6) Assume 1 C,,I = 4, then 
cc a, ’ zp,l = UpZaz3 cc I,, ZJ = 1 for i= 1, 3, 
CC,,?Y(P,)I = CC,,? %I = 1, 
Ccctf 9 Y(Pj)I = zq for j=2, 3. 
(7) czp,, $,I = ugz,,, czpn, Y(P,)l = z,,, cz,,, Yb41 = CZ,$ LQ31 = 1, 
where {i,j,k}={l,2,3}. 
(8) <Y(cL~), z,,, up: 1 < i < 3) is abelian, z,! commutes with every 
generator of GdcB), 1 < id 3, nf=, y(,ai) = JJ:= 1 z,, = 1. 
Proof: Most of the above relations are quite transparent, or they can be 
easily deduced from the action of the elements on r (see Sect. 8). We verify 
below some not so trivial relations. 
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Since z;jal) = z~,,, and ~“‘(“1) = (y(qr) z~,J(I]~))~(~~), it is easy to compute 
[~(a,), z~,] and [+~(a,),~,,] from (9.11). The commutators [z,,, z,], 
where 1 d i, j6 3 are calculated in the proof of (9.3). We can then obtain 
CC =,, zp2] by noting that zz = (y(r],) z~J(~~))~~~ =z,,,zflZzlr,. Last, we men- 
tion that (8.1) yields [y(pi),y(pj)]. 1 
Hereafter, .sr and s2 refer to the si, i= 1, 2, appearing in (9.10.2). 
(9.13) The following relations hold in G, 
(1) w(cLI)xfl= w(cx,), w(GIZ)xB= w(ar) w(c(*) Z~~Z/&Y(&) UBZ;;+Q+l. 
(2) c~=z&LJo3) G,4,+1 for some 6 = 0 or 1, provided 1 C,,I = 4. 
(3) w(a,)Y(~‘) = w(a1)w(a2)z~~z~2z~,~sz,,z~~z~, (a )~(~‘)= 44 
Z,,Y(PJ Qza,z::. 
(4) c;lyIoI~)=c,,zp, lyIC,,I =4. 
(5) Cw(alL cm,1 =1, Cw(Q ~1 =.Y(P~)z,, if IC,,I =4, Cw(a,L 
wbdl = z,,z,,q+~M z,,. 
ProoJ: Part (4) is simply (8.3.3). From some easy computations using 
(9.10.2), (9.11), and (8.3) we get that w(a2)y(q’)=w(az) zp,y(p,) upzu3z;: 
and Cw(al), Av,)l = w(aJ ~(rl~~) AilIl) zp, rbI) ~PG,z?z?. Since 
czw JJ(rl1)1= Y(V15) Y(vl,I) = zp,,zp,,, P art (3) is therefore proved. Further, 
as a consequence of the fact y(qr) inverts x0, we have 
w(a,)-“(ql) =da31 Zp2Y(PJ qAqz~2. 
Part (1) now follows from (9.12). 
The first equality of (5) is just (9.9.2) and the second equality is given by 
(8.3) and (9.10.2). A few straightforward calculations show that 
We then complete this calculation with (9.11) and (9.12). 
For the relation in (2), we first note (9.10.2), (9.9.1) and (9.11) imply 
that c:; = cm2 = zp3w03) z~~G,z~~z~, 6l *2 for some di=O or 1. We know that 
cx/lYh)q = cYh) = c z So since some easy computations utilizing (9.12) 
y%d c;i’JlL’fl’i c,z,tL$:‘it must be that 6, = 0 and therefore (2) hold. 1 
(9.14) .5,=s2=0 or 1. 
Proof: Set u = z~~z~,~(~~) u z’I+Q+’ and x=xp. By (9.13.1) we have 
w(a,) = w(a,)x= W(CQ) w(ar) w(azi UU’. A simple calculation using (9.12) 
shows that 
uu* = z,,z,,y(p(z) ZE,:f? 
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Further, we observe that 
1 = CW(~l), W(%)I uuxzp14z,,. 
Therefore, from (9.13.5) (9.12) and (9.11), we then obtain that 
1 = z&l f&2 a3 . 
This completes our argument. 1 
(9.15) Let a: G,, ‘G,,,,,, s G,. Then the following are true: 
(1) V IGcar,,PJ = 211t then Cl admits the presentation afforded by 
(9.2.1) (9.12), (9.13), (9.5.4), (9.10.2) and (9.10.3) where E~ =E~=O. 
(2) U- IG,,,.,,l = 2’*, then 6X admits the presentation given by (9.10) 
(9.12) (9.13), (9.5.4), (9.10.2) and (9.10.3) where E, =E? =0 and the 6 of 
(9.13.2) is 0. 
Proof First, it is easy to check in either case that the relations given in 
(9.12) and (9.13) do afford a presentation for G, by bounding the order of 
some normal 2-sections. 
Now set ~(a~)* = w(al) z,, and ~(a,)* = week ’ for 16i< 3. Cer- 
tainly, ~(a,)* still satisfies (9.1*) and we see our choice of j-set V(b) need 
not change. So all of our assertions concerning w(cli) hold for w(cli)* also. 
Moreover, we notice that by (9.10.2) 
w(@*)* = Y(V14) Y(V15) z,,,,z::+ ‘z;+ ‘. 
Therefore, according to (9.14) we may choose our w(a, ) so that we have 
E, = E* = 0 for (9.10.2). 
In the case lC,,j = 4, let us set cz, = c,,z,~. Of course, cz, is also a 
generator for C,, and thus all of our assertions regarding c,, are still true 
for cz,. Furthermore, by (9.13.2), 
c*xfi = zp3zp2y(ps) x1 z c* zh + 1 “3 a1 “, ’ 
where 6 = 0 or 1. Thus, once again we are able to make a choice and we 
simply choose c,, so that 6 = 0 in (9.13.2). 1 
10. THE PROOFS OF THEOREM 1 AND THEOREM 2 
In this brief section, we demonstrate that indeed the proofs of Theorems 
1 and 2 are at hand. Take a*: P, 2 B & Pz to be an amalgam satisfying the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1. Set G* = P, eB P, and r* to be the universal 
completion graph of a*. According to (2.2), G* and P satisfy the 
hypothesis of theorem 2 and I%* is isomorphic to G,* 3 G:,,,, E G$ where 
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a-p in f *. Now let G and f be any group and graph permitted by the 
hypothesis of Theorem 2, and set a: G,? GC1,Bj E G, with a-p in r. Then 
by (2.2), we have G=G, *GC.8, G,. 
Let us assume I% is a p-co&trained amalgam. We see by Glauberman’s 
ZJ-theorem that GCa,Bj is a 2-group. Moreover, we note that for any 6 E r, 
G&m is a Frobenius group of degree p. Hence, G and f satisfy 
hypothesis (3.0). As a consequence of the results in Section 3 and [Gs], we 
may assume (4.0) is also satisfied. It is easily checked that the *F,(2)‘- 
amalgam and the *F,(2)-amalgam admit (3.0) and as they are 2-con- 
strained amalgams, they also admit (4.0). Therefore, we can now conclude 
from Section 4-9 that a is isomorphic to either the ‘F,(2)‘-amalgam or 
*F,(2)-amalgam according to whether IGCZ,,,,I =2” or 2’*, respectively. 1 
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